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Chapter 181: The wait 

 

These clients, previously, had already sent a wave of responses to customer service to not switch the 

brand logo. 

Now that the new logo had been exposed, they won’t rest until they get one. 

Who are they kidding? This new logo was basically a metal diamond, and a master artwork at that, so 

who was willing to miss out? 

So what else could Ye Qing say? 

They were all old clients, so send one to all of them. This way no one would be mad. 

No matter if it was the old logo or the new one, they were all secured on very tightly. To extract it, they 

needed to first cut open the aluminum protective covering at the back, then pry it off with a flat piece of 

metal. 

As an installation convince, Ye Qing specifically had the Metal Specialists engrave the old symbol mold 

onto the back of the new one before filling it with metal adhesives. 

On the official web, almost all of the current clients who had seen the post were spamming the forum 

for Monster Heavy Industry to give them a replacement. 

Those who came later and didn’t know what was going on, as soon as they saw the top comment of the 

exposed pictures, then they immediately joined in on the ever growing snowball. 

Good thing the people responsible for maintaining the site posted a public notice right on time, saying 

how anyone who owned a product with old logos would all be able to receive one of the new ones free 

of charge. 

As long as everyone filled in the correct information and it matched what was on file, then they would 

be able to get one within three business days. 

As soon as the public notice came, no matter if it was the customer service mail box or the company’s, 

they both immediately fell silent. Soon after came a bunch of people praising the boss of Monster Heavy 

Industry for being such a nice person, thank you for your hard work, and what not. 

“These people......” Ye Qing shook his head as he walked out of the office and headed towards the 

transfer warehouse in wait for a specific piece of equipment. 

After two days of solidifying, the quickly raised transfer warehouse could already enter operation. 

Because of just how big Dragon Creek Beach was, there was no real need to worry about wasting 

precious space, which was why Ye Qing designed the warehouse to be super big. Big enough to load and 

unload 200 trailer trucks simultaneously. To the south of the warehouse were ten, already framed, 

plated, and temperature controlled storehouses. 



50 individual mechanical arms had already been installed. 

Starting from yesterday, there had already been heavy trailers coming in and out to deliver their loads. 

When these nationwide drivers gathered and saw these out of nowhere high end transfer equipment, 

first they found it novel, especially when they saw the Master Artisans controlling the arms to do all the 

heavy lifting. 

However, when all 200 arms had been installed, then that required 200 individuals to operate them. 

Which means by then, there was no way Ye Qing was going to send Master Artisans and the Peons to 

come and do these mundane tasks, and Ye Qing also wasn’t going to let anyone else into the factory. 

Hence, Ye Qing needed to construct a long distance remote control room at the office in Zhongyun, so 

that he could have workers from the company remote control everything through camera feeds. 

These remote operation programs needed proficient developers to work on them, which obviously 

didn’t include Ye Qing or any of the monsters, but hey, at least he had the better half of the computer 

science club at the office. 

Currently there were a dozen or so trailers already inside with only two Master Artisans responsible for 

unloading all of them in half an hour. 

Just as Ye Qing was bored of all the waiting, a very heavy looking, pure black, heavy trailer came rolling 

off of Huanhai Avenue. 

The black trailer that was in tow had the words Siemens painted on it in green. 

The world renown Siemens of Germany had their foot in just about everything from the heavy industry, 

to medical equipment, and even had products for the general public. 

And within this trailer was the most expensive single piece of equipment Ye Qing had ever bought to 

date. 

In the list of black tech released by the Rank 4 Monster Factory was something called the Industrial 

Waste Purifier. Currently the entire Dragon Creek Beach, including the reef filled bay, belonged to Ye 

Qing. 

The bay of the Dragon Creek Beach contained absolutely no lifeforms at all thanks to the sky high levels 

of industrial contamination in the area. 

This severe level of contamination was all thanks to a single chemical factory discharging their untreated 

waste water. Ye Qing had already blocked their waste pipe multiple times before, but seeing how even 

up until now there still weren’t any improvements in the water quality, Ye Qing stopped putting more 

effort into improving it. 

Now that there existed a piece of equipment that could clean up all the contaminated water, even if it 

was just a blueprint, Ye Qing was still going to make it a reality and purify the bay of Dragon Creek Beach 

into that of a hidden paradise. 



And what that black heavy trailer contained was the most critical piece of equipment needed for the 

entire Industrial Waste Purifier. 

The trailer very quickly entered the warehouse and from it jumped out two middle aged men, one of 

them being a blond, blue eyed foreigner. 

“Hello, Mr. Ye.” The foreigner in the Siemens work uniform greeted Ye Qing in some heavily accented 

Mandarin: “The 3T magnetic resonance imaging equipment that you ordered arrived at Shanghai 

customs yesterday and I am here deliver it.” 

“Thank you, Mr. Carroll.” Ye Qing shook his hand. 

Mr. Carroll was about to raise some small chat, yet when his eyes wandered around and saw those 

neatly placed working mechanical arms, his eyes suddenly got a lot bigger. 

“Jesus, are...... are these all industrial robots?” Carroll shockingly stared on at the parking spots as the 

mechanical worked on: “Are these all from KUKA? And why do they look so nimble?” 

KUKA’s industrial robots were extremely well known within the sector, but these were all self supplied 

by Monster Heavy Industry. 

Ye Qing shooked his head smilingly; no these weren’t from KUKA. 

“Mr. Ye, you’re really someone who’s willing to go all the way. I mean your country clearly possess so 

much fr...... cheap labor.” 

Mr. Carroll nearly said free labour for a moment there. 

China. 

Wasn’t that that the world leader in number of factory workers? At least that’s why they generally 

referred to China as The Sweatshop. 

Because there were just so much people here, and the manufacturing cost was just too damn low. For 

old industrialized countries like theirs, just the patent fees alone were enough to be a full course. 

Of course, this was what Mr. Carroll thought, and not what was said. 

“Mr. Carroll, the form?” Ye Qing could basically guess what he was thinking about, but he couldn’t care 

less about these arrogant and self centered idiots. 

Mr. Carroll apologetically handed over the signing order, despite his pride, the man in front of him was 

still his sugar daddy, as just this order alone was enough to give him a couple hundred thousand in 

commission. 

After Ye Qing signed the documents, Mr. Carroll, taking the opportunity of the unloading, braved the 

awkwardness and took a close look at the arms. 

He really wanted to know just who made these industrial arms, because according to his knowledge, 

China didn’t have a single company that had a seat within the top echelons of the industrial automation 

sector. 



Yet these arms in front of him were clearly the nimblest he had ever seen. 

In the end, when Mr. Carroll finally turned to face the side that had the brand engraved on, he was 

nearly blinded by the almighty flashiness of Monster Heavy Industry’s brand new logo. 

Chapter 182: All for that pristineness 

 

Inside of the warehouse, a pure white, very futuristic medical MRI machine was laid out in front of Ye 

Qing and four other Master Artisans. 

The machine, which had a time portal like tunnel, cost 27 million and operated at 30 magnetic 

resonance. 

Its unit of measurement was that of the Tesla. The higher the number, the stronger the resonance it was 

able to emit. 

Ordinary steel had a magnetic strength of around 7 tes, while the steel chips used in generators and 

transmissions were around 14 tes. 

This was also why metallic things weren’t allowed when doing a MRI scan. Because these things would 

cause major movement during the scan. 

While magnetic resonance was at work, it would be able to create a magnetic field within the human 

body. As a result, the hydrogen atoms on the surface of the skin would create static electricity and 

would all move and order themselves in accordance to the physics laws of the magnetic field. 

When the emitter stopped, most of the attracted hydrogen within the human body would at the same 

time return to their original state in the same group. This was known as relaxing, and many of the major 

organs within the human body would operate differently between relaxing and regular periods. 

MRI could now take advantage of computer sensors to pick up minute signals to use for picture 

reconstruction, which could then be used for medical research and advances. 

And this was the same basic operating theory behind the Industry Waste Purifier. 

It could create a much stronger magnetic field, separate out different contaminants by their different 

magnetic frequencies, and attract them towards itself with ion charges. 

If it wasn’t because currently the entire Dragon Creek Beach belonged to Ye Qing and because of the 

obvious contaminated smell during the summer, Ye Qing might actually have left this piece of 

equipment for later. 

Because this equipment’s technical content was simply too, too much! 

Siemens’ MRI machine operated at 30 resonance, but the Industrial Waste Purifier operated at a much 

much much higher level, at a level that made people tremble. 

It is at a wooping 2000 resonance! 



Within its operating area, as long as there was any electronic product, then they were guaranteed to be 

smoking and burned out within the second. 

Creating an electromagnetic emitter wasn’t hard. Before, at the exhibition, the Master Artisan had 

already created one and hid it inside a camera to mess with Kangyuan. 

But it was very difficult to create something able to emit on the scale of thousand resonances. 

Traditional emitters used copper wiring, but with this electromagnetic emitter, it needed something 

much more conductive than copper. 

Apart from superconductors, the best conducting metal was silver. 

Just like how the conductivity of different copper alloys was different, the conductivity of silver would 

also change depending on how it was made. 

Advances in the metallurgy field had already been extremely difficult. If it wasn’t because Ye Qing had 

the Metal Specialists, there was no way he would be able to make any viable wiring for the machine. 

As for the 27 million Yuan MRI machine in front of him, Ye Qing actually had zero use for the 

electromagnetic equipment inside. 

The only parts that Ye Qing actually needed were its computer system, and its signal gathering and 

transformation system. 

Electronics had always been Ye Qing’s weak side, which was why Ye Qing bought this MRI machine to 

bypass it. 

Following Ye Qing’s command, the Master Artisans immediately went to work with their tools to quickly 

disassemble the outer casing of the MRI machine to reveal the giant ferromagnetic coil inside. 

The screws holding the cover together were all non-standard octo screws, which were there to purely 

increase the difficulty of disassembling. 

For example, if the equipment malfunctions, normally the hospital would always someone locally to fix 

it. But with these non-standardized screws in place, that someone must first create a non-standardized 

screw driver, which generally took way too much effort and time, so in the end the hospital could only 

look to the manufacturer for assistance. 

Every large company liked to do these kinds of things. Basically, everything that was expensive and 

imported would have these kinds of non-standard parts. 

However, to the Master Artisans this was super easy to deal with: just cut the damn thing open. 

As for those clearly specially designed areas that needed specialized equipment to open, if it could be 

cut then it was cut open, otherwise there were always the hydraulic claws waiting to pry it open. 

In the end, this 27 million MRI machine basically got turned to a pile of scrap metal and plastic. 

The hands of the Master Artisans were something truly magical. They were clearly brutally cutting and 

prying the machine, but they were still able to harmlessly extract out all the sensitive electromagnetic 

sensors and sensor transformation system. 



Those palm size metal parts with their golden surface, don’t mention scratching it, even a swift brush of 

the finger could still destroy it. 

But they were still harmlessly extracted and placed into a dust free container. 

Ye Qing stared on in a somewhat painful expression. Those sensors and transformation system were all 

critical key parts of this MRI machine. There was no way that Siemens would individually sell these parts 

because the moment they do, there would be a countless number of people who would buy it and 

create a cheaper, ripped off version to sell. 

Apart from these, the rest of the things, to Ye Qing, were all garbage. The giant ferromagnetic coil, 

although it might look formidable and all, actually had no further uses. 

“Quickly now, clear away all this trash.” Ye Qing hurriedly ordered a couple sidelined peons to come and 

clean up this mess because the longer he looked at it, the more heart pain he would feel. 

Since when was this ever a trashed machine? This was clearly a Bugatti Veyron. 

The peons’ work efficiency was something of true merit. In under two minutes they had already cleared 

away the entire mess, and even brought up from the underground base a strange looking light metal 

case. 

This was the outer case of the Industrial Waste Purifier. It was as big as a sedan, but its shape was that 

of a dome put on top of a square box. 

The two Master Artisans, without another word, opened up the dust free containers and began to install 

in the purifier’s sensors and computer system into the outer casing. 

In the underground base, the other newly hired Metal Specialists was standing in front of the electric 

furnace and orderly throwing in standard hundred gram silver bars. 

These silver bars had all been chemically refined to 99.99 pure silver and were then sent again through 

the Metal Smelting Center for another pass. 

Now the Metal Specialists needed to perform some manual refining. 

Pure silver was six Yuan a gram, and to guarantee that he would have enough silver left after the 

purification process, Ye Qing, under the pretense of for industrial use, ordered two tons of it. 

This was also why Ye Qing didn’t really want to create this Industrial Waste Purifier. 

Striping a 27 million MRI machine for parts and using another 20 some million just to create the 

electromagnetic coil. 

The emitter outer casing was also hard to create because one it couldn’t be made out of metal, and two 

it must be perfectly sealed, such that when the entire machine has been assembled, the interior must go 

through the process of vacuuming to create an outer space like working interior. 

The higher the purity of the silver, the easier it was for it to oxidize when in contact with oxygen, hence 

why it must operate under an environment with no trace of any other element. 



Not being able to be made out of metal straight up meant it couldn’t be made by the Metal Smelting 

Center. 

Which meant the involvement of another smelting technique; powder metallurgy. 

To use graphite and porcelain powder to bake out this sealed casing. 

This wasn’t the end of it, because for it to be able to emit such a high magnetic resonance, then it must 

be able to handle a constant flow of high wattage electricity. 

Which meant the need to create a specifically prepared, highly efficient transformer, which needed 

another butt load of money. 

To compare, the Mechanical Colossus only cost 20ish million to make. 

To create this monstrosity, its production costs could cover nearly buy 5 Colossuses. More importantly, 

at the moment, there was no way to mass produce this beast. 

However, on the up side, after this beast was completed, at maximum output, it would be able to affect 

every contaminant within a two kilometer radius, and attract them towards it. 

Thus, for that pristineness, and to bring life back to Dragon Creek Beach, Ye Qing could only clench his 

teeth and keep throwing money down this monster’s gaping mouth. 

Chapter 183: The last step 

 

Two full kilometers ~ 

But Ye Qing’s first reaction to this wasn’t how powerful it had to be able to cover a radius of two 

kilometers, or how it was able to purify a plot of land one after another. 

Rather it was how much of a monstrous power sucker it would be...... 

When the factory was added to the 110 Kilovolt power net, the power providers were probably 

delighted beyond belief. Ever since the Metal Smelting Center was completed, the power consumption 

here easily exceeded 2 million a month, which was why the provider hated not being able give Ye Qing a 

separate direct line to use. 

However, the power needed for the purifier was even bigger than the Metal Smelting Center. 

Although power could be conserved, but to be able to separate out the contaminants within a two 

kilometer radius, it obviously needed a lot of power. 

With the bay of Dragon Creek Beach being more than a dozen square kilometers, plus the contaminants 

would follow the water’s movements, so there was no way just one pass of the bay would be enough, 

there needed to be multiple passes. 

With this guy’s power consumption, Ye Qing estimated that by the time he had cleared out the entire 

bay, the power bill he would have to pay would definitely be able to afford another fully kitted Lagonda. 

“Already several billion in costs, yet more is still needed ~” Ye Qing complained to himself. 



After having put all the monsters on production duties, Ye Qing made a trip to HongXing shipyard. 

When the purifier was set to clear out the ocean, it would definitely need a ship to follow it around to 

collect all the gathered contaminants. 

A metal ship would probably be destroyed by the magnetic forces of the active purifier, which was why 

Ye Qing needed to buy a carbon fiber boat. 

HongXing shipyard was the largest civilian ship builder in Zhongyun. 

When Ye Qing reached the northeastern outskirts of Zhongyun by following along Huanhai Avenue, he 

could already see two 800 tonnage blue gantry cranes from far away. 

These were produced by Zhenhua Heavy Industry. Beneath one of the cranes was a 70 thousand ton oil 

tanker in the middle of control tower assembling. 

When Ye Qing arrived at the shipyard, the gate guard didn’t even bother to ask his reason of visit as he 

was let through. 

Having parked the car, Ye Qing walked directly into the reception room where a doodling young sales 

girl hurriedly stood up to welcome him. 

For those in the service sector, they must possess the eyes of an assessor, where with just one look they 

needed to be able to determine just how much the client was worth. 

And she easily categorised Ye Qing as one of those big paying clients just from his appearance; by her 

reckoning this young man must be here to buy a yacht. 

After the warm tea and pleasantries, a single sentence from Ye Qing drenched her in a bucket of cold 

water. 

“Miss, how long would it take for your company to create a 10 meter long, 3 meter wide carbon fiber 

boat? It doesn’t need to have anything in it, I just want the hull.” Ye Qing, with the teacup in hand, 

examined his surroundings: “I have the drawings here, the bow of the boat needs some slight 

adjustments.” 

“Mister, you sure you don’t want outboard motors, wireless communication, or a cockpit?” The sales girl 

looked at Ye Qing with pitiful eyes: “We have 5 different carbon fiber yacht models with multiple paint 

jobs to choose from.” 

“I only need the hull, how fast can you have it ready?” 

“We can have it done in two days. We, who possess German made carbon fiber knitters, can guarantee 

a 30% denser hull than those on the open market.” 

Despite the disappointment, the order was still needed. 

While swiping his card to pay for the order, the young sales girl’s eyes were literally glued to it. 

“Mi... Mistrr, can you leave an address? We can deliver the hull when it’s ready.” 

They even had free deliveries? 



Ye Qing was quite delighted by this surprise as he quickly wrote down his address and contact number. 

Having bought the hull, Ye Qing once again headed back for the Dragon Creek Beach and delved back 

into the construction process of the Industrial Waste Purifier. 

Yet in the end, at 5:30, Ye Qing’s phone rang. 

The number was unfamiliar, but the voice was. It was the sales girl from HongXing shipyard. 

In the call, she used her sweetest voice to ask if Ye Qing was busy later. 

She said that she wanted to grab a drink or two from a bar, but didn’t have many friends, but after 

meeting with Ye Qing this afternoon she wanted to try her luck. 

“I’m sorry, but you’re not my type.” Right now, the Metal Specialists was in the middle of the all 

important step of powder metal casting, so why would Ye Qing go out of his way to meet with someone 

that’s not his type and just met? 

Not only was this refusal straight up, but also hurtful. Which resulted in the girl being shocked silent for 

a good couple of seconds. 

“You...... you...... go pick up the hull yourself, it’s not getting delivered.” 

“Sure, whatever.” Ye Qing hang up laughing. 

Powder metallurgy, was something mighty within the industrial sector. 

The average Joe would be quite puzzled when asked because weren’t all metals smelted out like liquid 

iron? 

But to create metal from powder? 

It was just like ceramic. First, press the metal powders into shape with high pressure, then have it pass 

through a furnace to melt and bind the particles. 

At first this technique was used to create hard to melt metals, like the tungsten used in lightbulbs. 

In all earthly metals, tungsten was both the hardest to melt metal as well as the most volatile. Its 

melting point was 3380°C, so someone came up with the brilliant idea of grinding it into a powder and 

mixing it with catalysts like aluminum, silicon, and oxidized thorium. 

This way no longer did it need to be heated to 3380°C, because 1500°C was more than enough to create 

useable tungsten wires. 

Moreover, there was another advantage to powder metallurgy: everything could be done all in one go. 

Normally all those hard metal alloy modifications almost always left the engineers stuck between a rock 

and a hard place. 

Yet those hard alloys were always the best materials for gear manufacturing because of their low 

abrasion and toughness. 



Filling in a mold with a mixture of metal powders, applying the necessary force and sending it through 

the furnace, could create a piece of gear that didn’t require any milling. 

But of course ~ the theory of powder metallurgy was that simple and basic. But during this creation 

processes, the skills required were abysmally high; especially for gear creation. 

If the mold design wasn’t perfect, then the result of the pressed product would possess internal defects, 

which after passing through the furnace would only result in something with the shape but no bite. 

Similarly, powder metallurgy could be used to smelt out both metals as well as non-metals. 

What the Metal Specialists were doing now was playing with the smelting of non-metal powders. Using 

graphite and ceramic powder as main ingredients, diamond powder as a binder, and irregularly mixing in 

a certain ratio of solvent oil and alcohol with the newly created mixer. Finally, it was passed through 

both the pressure press and blast furnace of the Metal Smelting Center to create a shell for the 

electromagnetic emitter. 

The higher the pressure press tonnage, the stronger the structural integrity of the material. 

The ten thousand ton pressure press of the Metal Smelting Center already exceeded what the majority 

of powder smelting companies possessed. However, in the words of the Metal Specialists, only presses 

above the hundred thousand tonnage mark could be considered to be ‘good’. 

 

100,000-ton press, have to wait for 【Monstrous Forging Machine】produce. 

Honestly, right now with 10,000 ton, it is not about making satellite frames, does it need to be that 

good? 

Final sintering forming work, have to use specialize electric oven to be finalized 

High-temperature vacuum electric oven! 

The advantages of the vacuum firing are very numerous. It is a period of time before it is put. This kind 

of vacuum furnace needs a large amount of foreign exchange to be imported from abroad. In Huaxia, it 

is to mark the key protection equipment stamping nameplate. 

In those years, calculate the entire country just has only a few of this equipment. 

Now, Master Craftsman based on the principle directly, with the chrome alloy silk and with the vacuum 

pump, oneself DIY a vacuum electric oven. 

When the embryo sends in the furnace internal heating, Metal Specialist turned into the wooden 

puppet, stands by the vacuum electric furnace dully 

The burning does not get it done in one go, these period needs to go through lowering temperature 

twice, once temperature till 200 degrees. 

The electric oven heated till it becomes firebrick, Ye Qing stands for a few seconds, the heat cause 

forehead sweating. The metal specialist stands by pasting distance of the electric oven, but still look as 

cool as ice... 



Waited until the next day, Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, finally can carry out the final 

assembly work. 

After the vacuum treatment magnetic generator, it was installed under a circular device. After the 

magnetic generator installs, monster labors pick up a copper cable as thick as several girls wrist, after 

connecting the device it looks like an astronomy observatory. 

Monster Factory Phone ringing di..di.. sound. 

Under examination... 

The product components, under the independent monster processing parts, over 60%, fulfill the product 

quality requirement. 

The examination passes! 

Process reading. 

Five minutes later, this Strong Purifying Industrial Sewage Processing Equipment made and optimize by 

Monster Factory, finally complete! 

The more complex the device, the needs of software to process its operation. Monster factory 

programming implementation, help Ye Qing to save lots from hiring top grade programmer, the time 

requires to program the software. 

Has completed, Ye Qing actually does not dare according to the planning new device convention, to 

connect the power supply to test device. 

When this device is power on, all nearby electronic products will short. 

Naturally, its power is adjustable, the minimum power can the adjustable to 50 meters. 

There is an electromagnetic shielding sleeve outside the cable, this type of 185 square copper core cable 

must be prepared with a minimum length of 10 kilometers, moreover is it not one but it is three cable, 

only can make the device work on the entire bay. 

Only is these electromagnetic shielding sleeve cables, is value about three Lagonda amounts of money. 

Fortunately after this device makes Monster Factory rank rush toward 21st rank. 

Let the Monster Labor, based on 5 meters a section, the foam wrap around the copper cable, preventing 

it from sinking into the water. 

The supporting equipment fiberglass ship has not been delivered yet, Ye Qing use the plastic floating 

box to fix it, after that use Heavy Truck, carries dozens of tons copper-cored cable bobbin bracket, with 

Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, along the Mechanical Colossus push forward smooth and 

flat ground, move forward toward 2 kilometers away outside beach. 

Three Monstrous Laborer stand on the vehicle compartment, the muscle swelling and shaking the 

bobbin bracket, to make the copper cable fall on the ground slowly. 



Waited until the predetermined target, Monstrous Labor has used the aluminum alloy rod, Strong 

Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, pushed it out to the sea several meters away. 

One cable 15 meters, wrist-thick pipeline, smoothly the processing device put on the sewage water, 

connecting it to the beach. 

At the appointed time the pipeline will collect the harmful waste in the sea water, the waste will be 

discharged to the seashore. 

“go go go!” Ye Qing jumps up to the car, the four monster labor shout and quickly make evacuation. 

Continuously running back to the nearby barren hill, Ye Qing wears the data glasses, it detects the 

distance between him and device exceeded 2km, Ye Qing uses the walkie-talkie call the monster labor, 

close the breaker. 

Actually, Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment does not cause any harm to the biology life. It 

will only aim at the harmful substance in water, it certain releases frequency of the electromagnetic 

wave, its ionization of the atomic belt, movement toward the device directly. 

It was based on the blueprint instruction, Ye Qing felt relieved in the heart. Even the hospital magnetic 

resonance, giving people the feeling of radiation has the radiation and so on if possible should stay away 

eight zhang distances(3.33m) 

The moment the power source connected, Ye Qing subconscious felt goosebumps, could not help back 

two steps. 

But waits for him to calm down, wait left and right, does not see the distance device start working. 

Pat his forehead, Ye Qing remember that its operation panel needs to input the order... 

Could not help, Ye Qing made a monster labor put on a temporary DIY life jacket, swim toward the 

Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, to start the operation panel. 

Monster Labor set up, obey Ye Qing order, quickly swam to the shore and quickly ran away. 

Strong Purifying Industrial Sewage Processor starts! 

Analyzing sewage! 

5%...... 20%...... 70%...... 100%... 

Examines the oxalic nitrile, phenol, arsenic, Quicksilver, cadmium, lead, organic acid, alcohol, aldehyde 

and ketone, ether... 

Ionizing loading range two kilometers, start operation. 

The next moment, the magnetic generator power on maximum power, the sewage magnetic generator 

can affect two-kilometer ranges, it releases a magnetic wave invisible to naked eye, like lighting passing 

through the sea surface. 

The scene in front of Ye Qing instantaneously changes. 



Originally some dark green industry chemical sewage, it is like conducted with electric, the shore within 

two kilometers radius areas chemical sewage waters, was cover with a layer of the purple ray. 

Ye Qing drops his jaws, very surprise watching the distant scene. 

Sea surface, seabed, even the original shadow of the hidden reef. The entire sea, all turned into purple. 

This this this! 

Ye Qing thought it becomes a factory turned into a factory distribution electric meter, it rotates like as 

fast as a windmill. 

This processing method, virtually like a dream! 

However, it even left the dream behind. 

Along with half radius of two kilometers of polluted seawater, it was dyed with a mild purple light. Ye 

Qing gradually discovered that these purple right flowed as if flowed like the mercury. 

The closer to the Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, the purple ray radiates stronger. 

No! 

It is not the purple radiate stronger. 

But it is the sea water becomes viscous, under the magnified of Data Glasses, Ye Qing can see clearly, 

the sea water gradually turning into the oily equally viscous material. 

These are the long-term pollution of various chemical wastewater harmful substance, slowly gather 

together, more and more built up of viscous material. 

Ye Qing looks somewhat felt goosebumps. 

Seeing so much of harmful chemical substance extracted from the sea water is really... 

is really too much 

Few minutes later, drop of dark green, as thick as if solid from the chemical pollutant, following the tube 

of the junction, it freely falls into the sand beach. 

The second drop! 

The third drop! 

Quickly, finally, it becomes a fine line. 

In the sea water, a long-lost clearness starts to spread slowly. 

 

In the sea water, a long-lost clearness started to spread slowly. 

This feeling is wonderful, like a cylinder of clear water, poured into the dye, becomes no longer clear. 



Then this dye, the time flow backward, a little bit it separates with the water, it lets the water return to 

the original appearance. 

The shore, that mixture of various harmful chemical substances, it gradually piles up into a pile of blue 

semi-solids substance. 

About 20 minutes later, sewage outlet gradually stops pollutant discharge, Half a radius of two 

kilometers away, the seawater has become incomparable crystal clear, Ye Qing even can trough data 

glasses magnified function, see two meters deep silt. 

Unmatched and powerful! 

Dealing with polluted water has always been a headache for various industries, Chemical plant taking 

immense risk discharge, that is because it wants the chemical sewage, turn into qualified standard 

discharge water, need to spend a massive amount of money. 

Give an example, if two chemical factories, with the similar technique, with the same raw material, 

produce 500 tons boric acid. 

Factory A treats chemical wastewater in accordance with product specifications and quotes 6000/1 tons 

Factory B because secretly discharge chemical sewage, directly quoted 5000/1 ton. 

A similar product, the B factory price is low, snatches the order, but the profit earned is higher than that 

of the factory A. 

In the face of absolute profit, Many business consciences will be taken away by the dog. 

The situation encountered by Dragon Creek Beach, it very obvious that without conscience of 100 

merchants doing. This merchant because of sewage, not only secretly made hidden discharge pipeline, 

but also painstakingly to blend many coloring agents in the chemical sewage, let the color of the 

chemical sewage color similar to the sea water. 

Ye Qing let the master craftsman shutdown the power, The Strong Purifying waste processing 

equipment operating the role, the sewage purification is still not enough, seashore pile of blue color 

semi-solid chemical industry pollutant still must be processed. 

This kind of work can only be handed over to the monster labor, they receive any harm, they can 

through returning to the monster factory space rests, recovering to the good body condition. 

The truth is such truth. Ye Qing still gives burden of responsibility to the two monster labor, has 

prepared industrial Gas Mask, rubber skirt. 

Two monster labor use shovel, those pollutants, together with the silt, Scoop together into a thick 

biodegradable bag, finally use string tie it up tight. 

It just happens that the vacuum electric oven is still idling. Ye Qing prepares those industrial chemical 

waste, throw into the vacuum electric oven to incinerate. 

Heating up and incinerate, can completely destroy those chemical pollutant ingredients, it is also 

common processing chemical waste management. 



The biodegradable bag, it is also chemical wastewater material, it will degrade after long-term, it lost it 

original characteristic, does not need to worried incineration causing deflagration and detonation 

danger. 

Chemical sewage treatment work starts, Ye Qing will not stop. That side collecting the waste material, 

strong purifying waste processing equipment is transported to another sea area, to continue work. 

This time Ye Qing had experience, directly put the biodegradable bag onto the sewage outlet, only leave 

a small tube on the bag to discharge air. 

The second day, the fiberglass reinforced plastic hull order by Ye Qing completed. 

The female salesperson after being rejected heartless by Ye Qing unexpectedly has canceled the delivery 

service. 

The hull is pulled by the company driver, after getting the hull the ship bow slot was reserved for the 

purifying sewage treatments, Ye Qing hangs a big sail on this un-power fiberglass boat, on one side 

delivering the cable to the shore, another side let it go with the wind. 

Ye Qing preferential treatment, 6 KM away is the discharge sewage pipeline location. 

There is the main source of the pollution before Ye Qing has blocked the pipeline several times, it has 

stopped the pollution. However the Dragon Creek Beach seawater flow was poor, the water quality did 

not see any improvement, Ye Qing temporary stopped the palliative action. 

Strong purifying device on, in short while, the biodegradable bag bulges up like a balloon. 

However, the seawater still not clear. 

Ye Qing makes a determination, directly according to the maximum displacement of the fiberglass 

reinforced plastic hull, self DIY several large seal pockets. 

Only see the purple light in the see, numerous pale purple lights gather together, turning into thick, fat 

condition. 

This time the processing time is especially long after one hour has passed, when the fiberglass yacht was 

pressed to the red waterline, the distant seawater, finally it becomes a little clear. 

The power source stopped, two monster labors rotating the bobbin wheels, “Heng hei heng hei(哼嘿哼

嘿)”gently pull cables and fiberglass back, unload those harmful substances. 

However Ye Qing has not been so excited yet, those seawater surface become clear, unexpected there 

was dark blue seawater, like a virus spread around. 

Without a doubt, this dark blue sea water, it is chemical sewage discharged from the chemical plant. 

“I go to his“Lǎolao” (grandmother)!” oneself work hard, spent tons of money to manage the marine 

environment. Has not thought that here has just finish processed, the sewage pipe on the other side 

immediately discharged. 

Ye Qing heart felt like murdering, previously the sewage pipeline seems to be blocked until afraid. The 

shutdown for a long time, Ye Qing also thought that the boss gave up the pipeline. 



Has not thought in a while did not put attention here, now the pipeline has been secretly repaired and 

unblocked. 

Moreover, it is obvious sewage discharge position, recall from memory there seem to be some change 

from original references. 

These show that the chemical factory quietly changes the position of the sewage outlet. 

Change to an ordinary person, perhaps report these matter to the Environmental Protection Agency, 

was the best choice. 

Environmental Protection Agency will not tolerate the behavior of this secretly pollution discharge, 

following the clue to find the chemical plant, give him a business suspension notice, with a sky-high fine 

was an essential punishment method. 

But that need to take time, for example, the EPA needs to find evidence, must first find the discharge 

outlet, analyze the sewage ingredient, then investigate the nearby chemical factory, visit to investigate. 

Also any chemical company, at the beginning of establishment, force equipped with sewage treatment 

equipment. 

Those chemical company as long as getting some wind, can completely seal off the discharge outlet first, 

begin to use regular sewage treatment equipment first. 

Come and go is wrangling time, wait until business suspension notice, open fine and so on, does not 

know have to wait how long. 

If before the chemical company earned huge profits, then it can overcome the punishment and 

reorganization, who can guarantee that it will not continue to return to the old practice afterward? 

If the sweetness of secretly discharging sewage is not huge, the whole world will be impossible to have 

so many chemical pollutions. 

Ye Qing unable to tolerate even a single moment! 

Summoned the Fourth Stage Multi-purpose Combat Vehicle, Ye Qing controls this vehicle and can ride 

four people. Like a deep sea, submersibles dive into the sea. 

Turbid seawater can’t stop Ye Qing’s determination to find the target. The distance section has become 

relatively clear sea, wastewater pipe like a chimney, It is as striking as the stars in the night sky. 

When the MPCV found it, the already change position sewage outlet, Ye Qing was anger till laughing. 

They are actually on the gentle slope of the sea, added a large section of extension pipe. 

The pipelines buried into the seabed silt, The exit unexpectedly disguised as a cluster of coral. 

“Your Lǎolao, These sea areas can have any coral survive?” 

Ye Qing really has taken aback by the creativity of the chemical company, they use the metal pipeline, 

made a cluster of coral camouflage mouth with special cement. 



These metal pipelines altogether have more than 30 thin drainage tubes, by doing so can not only act as 

a disguise. 

More important is Ye Qing method of blocking the pipes with cork wood method, thoroughly ineffective. 

Unless you have the ability to clog all these 30 small sewage pipes! 

“After these whoever says the Huxia Enterprise does not have creativity, Ye Qing anxious with whom” 

If not with MPCV, Ye Qing really does not have a solution on these pipelines. So reciprocating, this time 

blocking, Ye Qing decided to have technical content. 

 

Ye Qing controlling MPCV mechanical arm, pick it up, let all the fake coral completely destroy. Then 

follow by the pipelines buried under the slit, move forward more than 100 meters. 

The seawater visibility here only about a dozen of meters, after controlling the MPCV clearing out the 

slit from the pipelines, there is a torch of red light, appeared on the MPCV mechanical arm. 

The fourth stage MPCV have made available of many functions, for example, high-temperature cutting. 

As the red flame start burning now, the seawater, around, the red flame instantaneous boiling, it 

evaporates massive amount of air bubbles. 

The flame is aimed at the rust-proof sewage pipe, another mechanical arm “kā chā” start rotating, 

directed to the heated pipelines and press down on it. 

Metal under high temperature will become soft, the seawater does not have enough time to conduct 

away the massive amount of heat, heated pipelines is press into flat. 

The channel is blocked, the sewage water flowing from the fake carol was immediately choke, then Ye 

Qing controls the MPCV continue following along the pipelines, move forward 100 meters ahead, 

repeated the step. 

When the pipeline started to clog, that chemical factory will certainly follow previous experience, spend 

money to hire underwater construction company, dive to investigate the sewage outlet. 

The fake coral sewage outlet was already been destroyed by Ye Qing, they will certainly cut off that 

section. 

Then...... 

The pipeline will still be blocked! 

Wait until they investigate this place more than 100 meters away, cut again once more, when the 

factory operates the sewage discharge device, will discover it still clog... 

Second Section! 

Third Section! 

Fourth Section! 



Ye Qing altogether has melted five sections, and the distance behind the three sections was several 

breakaways, directly more than 500 meters away, 20 meters away, the shore... 

Ye Qing wanted must have a look, how big the ability of this company is, the diver sent here to 

investigate, can work how long under the seabed?... 

............. 

Huanghai avenue west side of the western district, there is a large chemical plant that produces various 

plastic materials located in. 

Therein previous year 06, they’re been called Raoxin village. Afterward, Zhongyun City made new zoning 

adjustments, incorporate this suburban village into Western District jurisdiction. 

When the worker telephones anxiously to report, said [No negative Pressure Pipe network 

Pressurization system] the pipeline has congested again. 

The boss of this chemical plant almost jumped from his chair! 

“His mother there is no end to these” the factory boss anger till the fire shoot into his head. Pound the 

table till pēng pēng noisily. 

Since two months ago, he spends a lot of money quietly repairing the sewage outlet, since the pipeline 

blocked by wood cork, Boss Tan Jian has not slept well. 

The underwater construction company cut out a sewage outlet, inscribe a whale by one, a wooden cork 

with a circle shape English logo were embedded into it. 

Also, this logo is the famous Sea Shepherd Conservation Society logo! 

Tang Jian did mean to say he was feared by this organization, and this organization is mainly active in 

overseas. Although Huxia there is some small figure join in it, but most of them are eaten full but 

nothing to do fools. 

Um 

In the eye of Tang Jian, most of them are like this. 

In Huxia because of institution problem, this organization naturally unable to be active. 

After Tang Jian repairs the pipelines, continues to carry out his practice in discharging the sewage. 

Has not thought the pipelines clog again, once again hire the underwater operating company to cut.A 

familiar block of wood, familiar Sea Shepherd Conservation Society! 

If it weren’t for him to send someone to guard for two days, will not catch the ghost shadow. Tang Jian 

will certainly make the person dares to block is sewage outlet, have a taste of the pain that brings by the 

chemical specialist. 

Silent and fearful pass through five good days, the sewage outlet is blocked again... 

In the Tang Jian office, already collected five Sea Shepherd Conservation Society wooden logos. 



The matter already come to these, Tang Jian is not good not to be convinced, the opponent is like the 

ghost disappears and appear, there seems to be a professional underwater robot as well, this verified 

their status identity as Sea Shepherd Conservation Society member. 

They are a group of scientists, marine and biology expert, rich people, performance artists, a huge 

veteran group of retiring serviceman. 

Most of their main member was the foreigner, even to cope against whaling ship their leading members 

come from the foreigner, even to cope with whaling ship, even developed and researched a variety of 

ships and equipment. 

Tang Jian deeply felt the technological gap between them, therefore he decided to become coward. 

Honest shutting down the sewage discharge equipment, use the degeneration pond to degrade the 

sewage water. 

There are a saying, the change of the dynasty, it difficult to change the nature. Having to use to the 

benefit of sweetness in secretly discharging the sewage water, after a month has passed, no longer able 

to tolerate the cost of processing sewage treatment. 

He thought that the opposite site was a foreigner. It is impossible to stay at Zhongyun for a long term. 

Therefore, he pondered diligently, hire people to make a long pipelines discharge outlet with fake carol 

camouflage, connected to the original old pipeline. 

Even if the opposite party has submarines robot, do not have the ability to block that many tiny sewage 

outlets. 

Sure enough, this reconstruction him to be able to discharge the sewage safely and calmly for more than 

20 days. 

The almost nervous breakdown Tang Jian, finally relieved. Unfortunately such relieved did not last long, 

the staff that responsible for monitoring the Non-negative Pressure Pipe Network Pressurization system, 

once again report the same breakdown. 

Take a deep breath, Tang Jian calm down his fury, pick up the phone and contact the underwater 

operating company again, with his familiar buddy. 

This time he must hire someone to monitor for a month, must capture the person who dares to destroy 

his sewage pipelines. 

....... 

“This time must find the person who dares to secretly discharge sewage.” 

In another direction Huanhai Avenue, on the electronic map, searching for large-scale chemical factory 

Ye Qing, showing a serious face. 

The Ironsmith does not dye cloth, the chemical composition in the seawater, and the amazing amount 

of discharge, and it was certain that behind a large-scale chemical company or engaged in related 

industries. 



Ye Qing must find the source to cut off, therefore blocking the pipelines is the first step. Uncover the 

person, is the second step. 

This chemical company is not to far away from Dragon Creek Beach, because of the long distance, they 

were not able to secretly build discharge pipeline. 

Ye Qing find out 3 targets! 

The distance from Dragon Creek Beach 7km, 10km and 15km respectively, all on the west side of 

Huanghai Avenue, located in suburbs. 

The 7km has quickly removed, according to the official website, this is a company engaged in the 

production of thin polyethylene film, the scale is also pity small. 

The second is a company that produces various plastic materials, the scale is very large. The third 

company is a catalyst raw material company, mainly involved in the export business. 

The second and third have the suspicion, Ye Qing directly refers to the sales telephone number from the 

official websites, call the two companies. 

In the telephone, Ye Qing’s self-introduction as an import-export trader inquires for several organic acid 

raw materials and the price of the raw material. 

“domestic or abroad?”The third company operator is a male, sound enthusiastic: “Domestic and foreign 

prices are not the same, foreign export chemical raw, export examination procedures are very strict, 

after arrival, foreign customs must examination once more time again, the document must be 

complete.” 

“What is the domestic price?” 

“2 tons to get the order, 40 tons above get 0.5% discount, over 100 tons 1%..” 

“I suggest that you can specifically visit our company, and the specific price can be based on your 

production process and quantity, the customer and with the manager able to calculate on the spot.” 

Hang up the phone, Ye Qing calls the second company. 

“Yes, yes, you can absolutely assure the quality of raw materials, the large the order the cheaper it will 

be.” 

“Specifically how much... Can‘t tell you, after all, it is a trade secret. So if your side if convenient, our 

manager can go to your company to discuss.” 

“You rest assured, can guarantee in Zhongyun City you can’t find second, cheaper than our company raw 

material.” 

Merely analysis from the ingredient, Ye Qing really is not sure which company, the chemical industry is a 

hodgepodge, often to produce a product, use more than a dozen other chemical materials to mixed 

together. 

Now its look like the second is more suspicious. 



Ye Qing prepares to wait until evening, secretly go near to the factory areas, quietly use high tech 

equipment to investigate. 

Now it is still daytime, while idle, Ye Qing prepares the computer, write a letter and print it out. 

It is not a report letter but is writing to the not 100% sure chemical factory that discharge sewage. 

The subject title, first written by Ye Qing. 

Three words! 

Challenge Letter! “挑战书!” 
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Translate by Bunny 

Finish writing the challenge letter, Ye Qing lets the Master Craftsman, to make several metal detectors 

out. 

The metal detector based on two principles systems, magnetic coils, sensors. 

First electric flow to the coil will produce the magnetic field, if metal enters into the magnetic field, will 

cause the change in the magnetic field. The sensor will sense the change of magnetic field, able to 

provide an alert. 

The metal detector is used to survey the pipeline, and Ye Qing does not need to survey all the pipelines, 

just need to find the pipelines heading to the sea direction. 

The remaining products are a variety of magnetic generator technology, using the magnetic generator 

characteristic can interfere and damaging the electronic product, a jammer designed specifically for 

surveillance cameras. 

A wallet size jammer, operational parameter is smaller, press the power switch, can interfere with the 

normal operation of the surveillance camera. 

If you have watched before those modern spy films, will be no longer stranger to those kinds of camera 

jamming equipment. 

Some are big size, one with a size of a peanuts jammers, it can disrupt the normal operation of several 

surveillance cameras. 

That is a science fiction movie... 

Surveillance device is mostly wired connected, only if you take the ladder here, stick the jammer on the 

wired, otherwise expect to go through remote interference, before there is any breakthrough in energy 

technology, the is no difference from dreaming. 

But then again, some key venues have several sets of security measure, for example, angle shooting, the 

line, and body are covered with electromagnetic shielding. Who have such capable jammer, might as 

well directly just take up pincer pliers, just cut off the wired. 



Or use the chewing gums, or use laser aimed at the lens. 

When the sunset over the western hill, the entire Dragon Creek Beach bay, when it was sprinkled with a 

layer of gold dust, Ye Qing is driving his old car, the advertisement paper was torn and lost it glorious 

shine, driving to the west district heading toward the large-scale chemical plant that mainly produce 

plastic material. 

On the van, Ye Qing wears sunglasses, and hat, behind the back seat, sits two monster labors. 

Moving toward the Huanghai Avenue few miles away, the van turn moves into another junction, drive 

several minutes, Ye Qing looks at the front. There is a variety of reactors, factory with the cooling tower, 

located in a large field. 

JinMei Chemical Industry Limited Company! 

This company in Monster Factory ranking list, ranks 27th, with the total asset of 600 million. 

There is a field intricate country cement road, the road in front of the factory entrance is as wide as four 

lanes. 

The factory wall is very high, the security in the front gate, two sinister looks, wearing a security 

uniform, the young male wearing a gold necklace as thick as a pinky. 

Looking at Ye Qing van stop in the factory entrance, these two securities, looking over with full of 

suspicious. 

Change the gear, Ye Qing drives away from the factory front gate. 

Following the small country road, the van goes to the side of the factory. 

While driving, Ye Qing uses Data glasses constantly scanning through the wall. 

If it is really this company, Ye Qing believes they will install several surveillance cameras, to monitor the 

situation around the sewage outlet. 

Just merely go circling around of the factory. Ye Qing has not discovered any trace of the surveillance 

camera on the wall, but have discovered lots of infrared sensors to prevent climbing. 

“Is it, not this factory?” Ye Qing holding the chin, there is some doubt changing the sight. 

The Data glasses suddenly on the side of the poplar tree, there is a small circle mark, later the circle and 

scene are magnified together, it shows the detailed introduction instructions on the side. 

【Discovers the 6 MM focal distance, infrared camera】 

Following around the circle view magnified, Ye Qing discovers on the poplar tree, unexpectedly a 

carefully hung camouflage surveillance camera, leaving only inconspicuous camera lens. 

The camera cable has buried under the tree bough. This is first to engrave a groove, then cable stick into 

it, it won’t take too long for the big tree to heal, it will wrap around the cable. 

The branches front of the camera has been obviously trimmed, ensuring that the lens facing toward the 

front of the field. 



Afterward, Ye Qing on another poplar tree discovered to have the same camera. 

Both cameras aimed at the same field, Ye Qing is not in the range of the camera. 

Behind the van is a chemical company, is not some spy organization, or secret research center, this 

unconventional camouflage, these prove factory looks fishy. 

When night falls, Ye Qing parks his van in the distant place, then according to the glasses help, quietly 

touch the camera poplar tree. 

Press the power switch, Ye Qing sticks the jammer on the tree, followed by the second tree. 

Jammer imitation, two monster labors, immediately hold a shield like a metal detector, following the 

direction of the camera monitoring areas. 

JinMei Chemical Industry Factory monitors in the center. 

Here beside the normal factory monitoring video, in a private room, there are four monitors. 

Two monitors are on pressurization system equipment, and two is monitoring sewage pipes buried in 

the fields. 

Now the two outdoors night vision cameras already turned into no signal panda brand black-white 

television, the whole screen is full off snowflake. 

In the control has only one person, discover the screen is gone, the first reaction was a detour behind 

the monitor to check the cable. 

Several cable connections do not have an issue, he reported the situation to the security guard at the 

front gate. Let the security goes to the poplar tree, to inspect the surveillance camera. 

Two securities were drinking beer, receiving the news, foul-mouthed while taking the flashlight. 

On the field side, two monster labors following along the metal detection sound, move several miles 

away. 

On their hand two detectors are not some online product, that will sound the alarm even detect a nail. 

The detector showed, one meter deep in the underground has the iron pipe anomaly metal reflection. 

Also, the anomaly reflection direction, following toward the direction of Dragon Creek Beach sea. 

Two were holding the flashlight, the securities walk swaying, bad-mouthed walking toward under the 

tree when investigate. 

Two muscles bludge up, an exaggerate dark shadow, quietly walk reach them from behind. 

When they by a pair of palms like pushan fans and sturdy big hand, covering the mouth, like a farmer 

weeding when tousle the hair. 

Two securities whimper fiercely, 3 Hun 6 Po almost frighten out of the sky. 

They tried to use the whole body strength to turn the head, but the other parties arm as strong as an 

excavator. 



Struggles fiercely, they faintly heard a young voice, said strip them naked and tied them on the tree. 

The strong hand covering their mouth loosen has not even complained yet. Their face has suffered 

numerous heavy slap. 

“pā pā” 

After the two sound somewhat boring, their face seems to be evaporating, their skull seems to be 

blasted by a firecracker, in their eye, there is a blinking golden star. 

When their thought becomes clear again, they already in a 大 pose, paste on a meter high trunk. 

The two security fully naked, tying them up are the torn cloth of their shirts. 

On the dim light of night similar to the pitch black monster, is quietly looking at the earth. 

The golden light in both of his eyes, two securities guard caught a pair exaggerate of huge shadow, like 

the king kong slowly leave. 

“Heee...lllpppp..” 

Next morning at 6:00 am, Tang Jian the boss of JinMei Chemical Industry Limited Company has a 

sleepless night, looking at the challenge letter in the hand, his anger almost burst his lung. 

This challenge letter, it was someone walking swagger and put into the security. 

It is not why, the camera in the front gate, coincidentally at the crucial moment, the signal completely 

lost, the surveillance monitor also turned into full-screen snowflake (visual static). 

When the screen returns to normal operation, the security room theft-proof door, already been kicked 

open with the door-frame as well, that challenge letter, put under an electric baton. 

The theft-proof door has a cave-in footprint, when Tang Jian like blazing fire rushed to the door, saw a 

footprint with lots of slits in it, almost been frightened out of it. 

It is happened to be that the driver that took him there is 1.85 meters strong men, he is wearing a size, 

45 shoes, the driver has a hard time shopping for shoes, the driver shaken terribly when compared to 

the footprint, discover his own shoe size become 3 inch smurf. 

“I estimate it at least size 50 code shoe...”Basketball fans driver, with the jaw trembling reasoning it out. 

This computer printed challenge declaration, not only show he is nearby Dragon Creek Beach, secretly 

discharge the chemical waste sewage. Also openly admit, previously blocking the sewage outlet, is their 

doing. 

You Are Dead! //你死定了// 

These four words are at the end of the letter. 

The opponent is not putting threat, empty threat, but really put into action. Yesterday night, the two 

security went to check the hidden camera, unexpectedly tied in 大 pose on the tree. 



Tang Jian thinks carefully to find it truly inconceivable, one after another CCTV has stopped working, 

these show opposite sides have high-tech equipment capable of jamming CCTV. 

The opponent has high technology, not only have a high-tech jammer but also capable of destroying 

underwater sewage pipelines, have at least two assistants as strong as NBA players, can’t accurately be 

said that it was a body full of muscle black man. 

Tang Jian the more he thinks, the more he thinks it was Sea Shepherd Organization style. 

However, he also heard, Dragon Creek Beach side have an addition of a large-scale factory, it is now 

groundbreaking and start construction. 

They were also very suspicious, need to send someone to investigate investigate. 

“Mā de, Who cares who is he, even if is US president cannot stop lǎozi make a profit.”Has already tasted 

enough of sweetness, how can he give up the sewage pipelines? 

Blinded by greed to return by blinded by greed, Tang Jian still has not lost his reasoning. 

Since the opponent has found out his sewage outlet, unable to guarantees opponent will make this 

matter, report to the EPA. 

Therefore Tang Jian decided, let the underwater operation company, let those pipelines repair. 

Then the factory side secretly makes some changes, let the degradation pool drainage system, 

temporarily connected to the Non-negative Pressure Pipe Network Pressurization system. 

By then lǎozi will meet the country emission standard, let degrade process until it becomes qualify 

water, discharge to the sea, see who will trouble for itself. 

hēng hēng 

As long as first use enough acidic cleaning agent, will clean off all the remaining residual chemical 

sewage from the sewage pipelines, make the EPA agent unable analyze it. 

“Oneself can counterattack the opponent, can sue them for disrupting the factory normal operation and 

production, with maliciously intend to injured factory security personnel.” 

The key is repairing the sewage pipelines, one day unable to repair, the chemical waste-water residual in 

the pipelines unable flush cleaning. 

That is the evidence, the EPA only need to follow the pipelines to investigate, sampling the residual in 

the pipelines, compare it with the polluted sea. 

Finish repairing, flush the residual sewage, it will become a qualified discharge pipeline. 

As for why the pipelines built toward the sea, but don’t discharge directly? 

Tang Jian early at the beginning construction pipeline, has thought of a complete countermeasure. 

Nearby is the farmland, said directly the farmer does want any discharge nearby here, they are afraid 

the farm will be polluted, multiple time come to the factory blocking the entrance, obstructing the 

factory normal operations. 



This reason is tenable! 

“Wait for my pipelines emergence repairs complete, will slowly calculate this account with you” Tang 

Jian raise his neck up, lightly exhale out a smoke ring. 

In the Dragon Creek Beach bay, an integrated salvage, hoisting, a 1000 tons detection function 

workboat, lowering the anchor, stop above the sewage outlet. 

Two divers wear full seal pressurized diving suit, connected with the long compressed air tube, fire 

cutting tube, and also rescue steel cable, slowly dive into the water. 

The condition seabed is as deadly silent as the Dakar Desert, two divers step on the grey-white slit, like 

moonwalk small jump and jumping, exploring the sewage outlet. 

The fake coral that they previous installed, it was like it has smashed into the piece by a sledgehammer. 

Two divers helpless glance around, similar tactics already happened many times, too many times for 

them until from shock to become numb. 

They do not have the same ability of MPCV, the entire cutting work has continuing entire hours, they are 

only cutting the following fake carol, already slowly ascending, returning to the sea surface. 

Ride the crane to climb up to the deck, take off the heavy helmet, the diver panting, on the deck their 

dozen of people with of valiant gaze, a young man holding a wooden stick arrives: “The pipeline outlet 

already been cut, you all call Tang boss, let them start the machine to try out” 

“Laborious was laborious, finished this jobs, I invite both of you to the Royal and Noble bath center has a 

good rest.” 

One of the men takes the lead, on one side pull out the cell phone to call, while politely showing 

goodwill to the two divers. 

There are ten thugs on the ship, naturally were not to threaten the underwater construction company. 

Both were from the same side, these people were here to guard against the mysterious peoples that 

come to the factory, 

Receive the call. Tang Jian was overjoyed to immediately issue the order to start the drainage. 

He already connected the degeneration pond connected with the Non-negative Pressure Pipe Network 

Pressurization system. Now the entire 20 tons of the acidic cleansing agent, have been ready 

The pressure system high power compressor starts work, the pressure meter on the pressure tower 

slowly increasing. 

Usually, have to wait for the pressure meter until 6 megapascals, the sewage pipelines will go through, 

the pressure will maintain on a stable condition. 

Wait out Left and Right, however, the pressure meter has reached 9 megapascals, the flow meter does 

not show any sign. 

Cannot continue to add more pressure, because of the previous incident Tang Jiang suffer a major loss. 



When the phone call has reached the ship, the two divers say should not be, the fake coral already being 

cut. 

They have doubt inspect the fake coral, although the fake coral has been destroyed into pieces, however 

not even a single above the sewage outlet were blocked. 

Two divers clenched teeth, wear the helmet and dive in the sea once more. 

One and a half hours later, 100 meters away from their head surface, keep waving the hand. 

The workboat raises the anchor slowly move over after the two divers embark on the ship were angry 

almost pound the helmet. 

Because of the sewage pipelines in this location, unexpectedly pressed until a flat! 

Looking at the pipe color, its trace looks like it was being heated by high temperature and then pressed 

until flat. 

“I... I rely on which peers it is, has this technique, do not go to the large-scale underwater project, run... 

run over to the like us hu... haha against to do?” The diver is grasping air hard like a cow, there is no 

solution. 

“Then please hurry up, just cut off these pipelines again.” the leader previous leader who calls was quite 

anxious. 

“Rests... rests awhile.”The divers were frightened with the hand-waving:“Deepwater operation, a day 

can only work at most 4 hours, or will have an occupational disease.” 

“Then you two quickly rest, delay for one hour, we will be an additional point in danger of being 

exposed.” 

They already are being exposed. 

The distance from here to Dragon Creek Beach factory around 6 miles, they can’t see the factory clearly 

from here, but Ye Qing can stand on the barren hill, through the data glasses, see clearly all their 

movement. 

On the muddy seabed, MPCV, already carries all round waterproofing on strong purifying equipment, is 

carrying the long cable, moving closer toward the workboat. 

Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, it is not necessarily used to treat the sewage. 

Used to destroy all the electronic device of that ship, is also very appropriate. 

In the underground, several master craftsman is meticulously making one set of super high-pressure 

compressor equipment. 

They can also discharge industrial sewage in the Dragon Creek Beach, the same for Ye Qing can connect 

the pipeline, use a more powerful pressure equipment, discharge back toward them. 

t 

. 



The sea sometimes gives infinite amazing feeling will also make people fearful of it. 

Under the infinite amazing deep sea, will it be hiding some kind of unknown marine beast to human? 

Has! 

Ye Qing can say it with full responsibility. 

However, this beast maybe is a mechanical beast which comes from a mysterious space. 

The workboat anchor stop in the sea areas which have 60 meters deep, the people on board to shade 

one’s eye with one’s hand to look around. 

Those environment protectors who have fully eat nothing to do did not even come. If they dare to 

come, there is a dozen of thugs who dare to fight over here and have absolute confidence to make those 

who come unable to go back. 

Who scared of them even if among them have two NBA like strong men. 

After 20 minutes long rest, two divers once again wear the diving helmet and prepare to dive into the 

sea. 

However underwater 30 meters of depth, there is a streamline of the red light ghost, quietly hovering 

over there. 

Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment hemispherical magnetic generator, accurately aiming at 

the above anchor workboat. 

Previously Ye Qing has already tested it, and MPCV did not fear of the interference of the strong 

purifying equipment. If it’s not for carrying huge pollutant collection bags, Ye Qing can only use MPCV as 

responsible for moving the strong purifying device. 

The mechanical arm is as accurate as the surgeon doctor, set up the starting parameter of the strong 

purifying device. 

Range 100 meters. 

5,4,3,2,1. 

Start. 

At this moment, the two divers just following the staircase handrail and climb up to the working 

platform. 

Then they felt that the whole body was startled as if the whole body felt goosebumps. 

They thought it was because they dive too many times and facing such polluted seawater, it about time 

causing the resists in the heart. 

They defended within a 100-meters range area seawater, turn into light purple instantly. 

Before these it is still blue, in a blink of eyes it becomes purple and as if there is electric current swiftly 

flowing through the water. 



The immense visual changes make the two divers rub their eye but discover their hand hit on the thick 

pressure-resistant glass. 

Compare to them, and those people on the ship can felt immense of the changes. 

Seawater was like conducted with electricity when turning into pale purple. They startled for a moment, 

soon after they cling to the side of the ship, they continuously rub their eye three times, only dare to 

determine what they saw is real. 

“Crap! The sea has changed color.”A man with a knife scar on the arms, make a big fuss; “Tang Boss 

discharges what kind of sewage water over here, how can it glow.” 

“Hello, hello, hello, hello Boss?” The leader is calling, when the purple light appears, his telephone 

disconnected and the signal is lost. 

Here is the coastal water, previously the signal is a full bar. He looks confused and looks at his own cell 

phone, discovers the phone is a black screen. 

Press down the power button, “AH” once, as if fling electrified iron to fling away the cellphone. 

This Apple 6s after falling on the ground unexpected from the earphone hole, charging port, burst out a 

cloud of white smog. 

This cloud of white smog has cause chain reaction. 

Those people clinging to the side of the ship who watching the fun, almost all fierce pulling their pocket, 

one side pulling another side crying out like a wolf howling cry. 

Those cell phones pull out from the pocket, regardless of what brand, keep on emits white or black 

smog. 

This is the cellphone power switch with the motherboard had a short circuit emit thick smog. These 

people are rubbing their thigh, the eye is showing fear. 

Even they break their brain they can’t figure out why when the sea emitting pale purple ray and all the 

cellphone like being possessed by evil spirit short circuit? 

A whiff of green smoke come out of the cockpit. The ship crew that responsible of steering the ship have 

not discovered the change on the sea was about thinking to shout out loudly, in the end, saw a bunch of 

guys covering their thigh madly jumping around the deck and the floor like being throw on a dozen of 

the smoke grenade. 

pā dā pā dā 

Almost all the electronic and electric circuit device was all emitting sparkler, the crew members carry the 

water pipe to extinguish the fire but discover that the entire ship electric power was paralyzed. 

“Cough cough this... what is this?”The ship crew member cheek turned into a woodpecker, the eye was 

smoke till red:“it must be caused by the purple ray, there must be something under the water” 

“Quick divers quickly dive in to have a look.” 



“You his mother, why you don’t go down?”The two divers at this moment with frightening complexion 

run to the cabin and the helmet also do not know gone where. 

“Quickly set sail, we must quickly leave this damned place AH!” 

“The whole ship electric circuit system has burnt, beg your mother teach me how to open the shipping 

method!”The ship captain saliva flying around, his expression same as the castrated donkey. 

The white smoke is getting more and thicker, the short circuit causing electric sparkler successfully 

ignited the wiring rubber. 

The people on the ship like a quail shrank in the bow shivering, and they wanted to call to find someone 

for rescues, even more, wanted to flee from this place which changes into devil place. 

Now, these ideas become wild wishes, from the cabin it getting more and more overflow by thick 

smoke. 

Do not know who it is from the ship’s side buckled down the lifebuoy on the waist, afterward several 

burning vision, nearly lit off the life-saving jacket. 

“The side still has, besides me, still has, does not snatch with me...” 

When several dozen people wear the life-saving jacket because the ship started to catch fire have no 

choice but to jump into the sea that causes people to have one’s hair stand on end, those unlucky guys 

struggling swimming to the shore, they already exhausted all their physical strength when they are 

swimming to the shore. 

The first matter after they climb to the up to the shore, it was like drink laundry powder lies on the 

ground severally vomits. 

The sea water here is simply a biochemical weapon, don’t say the strange smell that hard to describe it 

also followed by the intense skin burning sensation. 

After coming to shore they vomit and scratch, saw a vehicle from a distance in Huanghai Avenue 

occasionally driving through here is like seeing long lost family, wailing and running toward Huanghai 

Avenue. 

Nobody dares to stop the car, and these group of people looks vicious and some even have the tattoo 

on the neck. 

Can only walk back home with both feet... 

Wait until Tang Jian saw these people, they already tired until paralyze in the JinMei Chemical Industry 

Limited Company front gate. 

They really run on whole morning only reach to the old den front gate, now their courage already 

becomes like a needle when mention Dragon Creek Beach all were frighten as if seen a ghost. 

In Dragon Creek Beach Factory! 

Two thick aluminum alloy walls, special high-pressure tank look similar to a bottle already completed 

casting. 



Two set compressor machine cylinder, shaft, valve, connecting rod, all made from high-temperature 

resistance titanium alloy, completed through integrated processing. 

During the process of compressor pumping in the air, it will produce a lot of heat. 

The heat will cause various metal parts of the compressor to expand, therefore it might get jammed and 

stop operating. 

Therefore, all kind high-pressure compressor not only the rotor power have to be powerful enough but 

also must have a good heat resistance and with good cooling capacity. 

Afternoon 2 pm, Mechanical Colossus Type I lift the completed high-pressure pipeline compressor 

system arrive at the approximate location of the sewage pipe. 

Chapter 184 Analyze! Strong Purifying!  

 

100,000-ton press, have to wait for 【Monstrous Forging Machine】produce. 

Honestly, right now with 10,000 ton, it is not about making satellite frames, does it need to be that 

good? 

Final sintering forming work, have to use specialize electric oven to be finalized 

High-temperature vacuum electric oven! 

The advantages of the vacuum firing are very numerous. It is a period of time before it is put. This kind 

of vacuum furnace needs a large amount of foreign exchange to be imported from abroad. In Huaxia, it 

is to mark the key protection equipment stamping nameplate. 

In those years, calculate the entire country just has only a few of this equipment. 

Now, Master Craftsman based on the principle directly, with the chrome alloy silk and with the vacuum 

pump, oneself DIY a vacuum electric oven. 

When the embryo sends in the furnace internal heating, Metal Specialist turned into the wooden 

puppet, stands by the vacuum electric furnace dully 

The burning does not get it done in one go, these period needs to go through lowering temperature 

twice, once temperature till 200 degrees. 

The electric oven heated till it becomes firebrick, Ye Qing stands for a few seconds, the heat cause 

forehead sweating. The metal specialist stands by pasting distance of the electric oven, but still look as 

cool as ice... 

Waited until the next day, Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, finally can carry out the final 

assembly work. 

After the vacuum treatment magnetic generator, it was installed under a circular device. After the 

magnetic generator installs, monster labors pick up a copper cable as thick as several girls wrist, after 

connecting the device it looks like an astronomy observatory. 



Monster Factory Phone ringing di..di.. sound. 

Under examination... 

The product components, under the independent monster processing parts, over 60%, fulfill the product 

quality requirement. 

The examination passes! 

Process reading. 

Five minutes later, this Strong Purifying Industrial Sewage Processing Equipment made and optimize by 

Monster Factory, finally complete! 

The more complex the device, the needs of software to process its operation. Monster factory 

programming implementation, help Ye Qing to save lots from hiring top grade programmer, the time 

requires to program the software. 

Has completed, Ye Qing actually does not dare according to the planning new device convention, to 

connect the power supply to test device. 

When this device is power on, all nearby electronic products will short. 

Naturally, its power is adjustable, the minimum power can the adjustable to 50 meters. 

There is an electromagnetic shielding sleeve outside the cable, this type of 185 square copper core cable 

must be prepared with a minimum length of 10 kilometers, moreover is it not one but it is three cable, 

only can make the device work on the entire bay. 

Only is these electromagnetic shielding sleeve cables, is value about three Lagonda amounts of money. 

Fortunately after this device makes Monster Factory rank rush toward 21st rank. 

Let the Monster Labor, based on 5 meters a section, the foam wrap around the copper cable, preventing 

it from sinking into the water. 

The supporting equipment fiberglass ship has not been delivered yet, Ye Qing use the plastic floating 

box to fix it, after that use Heavy Truck, carries dozens of tons copper-cored cable bobbin bracket, with 

Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, along the Mechanical Colossus push forward smooth and 

flat ground, move forward toward 2 kilometers away outside beach. 

Three Monstrous Laborer stand on the vehicle compartment, the muscle swelling and shaking the 

bobbin bracket, to make the copper cable fall on the ground slowly. 

Waited until the predetermined target, Monstrous Labor has used the aluminum alloy rod, Strong 

Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, pushed it out to the sea several meters away. 

One cable 15 meters, wrist-thick pipeline, smoothly the processing device put on the sewage water, 

connecting it to the beach. 

At the appointed time the pipeline will collect the harmful waste in the sea water, the waste will be 

discharged to the seashore. 



“go go go!” Ye Qing jumps up to the car, the four monster labor shout and quickly make evacuation. 

Continuously running back to the nearby barren hill, Ye Qing wears the data glasses, it detects the 

distance between him and device exceeded 2km, Ye Qing uses the walkie-talkie call the monster labor, 

close the breaker. 

Actually, Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment does not cause any harm to the biology life. It 

will only aim at the harmful substance in water, it certain releases frequency of the electromagnetic 

wave, its ionization of the atomic belt, movement toward the device directly. 

It was based on the blueprint instruction, Ye Qing felt relieved in the heart. Even the hospital magnetic 

resonance, giving people the feeling of radiation has the radiation and so on if possible should stay away 

eight zhang distances(3.33m) 

The moment the power source connected, Ye Qing subconscious felt goosebumps, could not help back 

two steps. 

But waits for him to calm down, wait left and right, does not see the distance device start working. 

Pat his forehead, Ye Qing remember that its operation panel needs to input the order... 

Could not help, Ye Qing made a monster labor put on a temporary DIY life jacket, swim toward the 

Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, to start the operation panel. 

Monster Labor set up, obey Ye Qing order, quickly swam to the shore and quickly ran away. 

Strong Purifying Industrial Sewage Processor starts! 

Analyzing sewage! 

5%...... 20%...... 70%...... 100%... 

Examines the oxalic nitrile, phenol, arsenic, Quicksilver, cadmium, lead, organic acid, alcohol, aldehyde 

and ketone, ether... 

Ionizing loading range two kilometers, start operation. 

The next moment, the magnetic generator power on maximum power, the sewage magnetic generator 

can affect two-kilometer ranges, it releases a magnetic wave invisible to naked eye, like lighting passing 

through the sea surface. 

The scene in front of Ye Qing instantaneously changes. 

Originally some dark green industry chemical sewage, it is like conducted with electric, the shore within 

two kilometers radius areas chemical sewage waters, was cover with a layer of the purple ray. 

Ye Qing drops his jaws, very surprise watching the distant scene. 

Sea surface, seabed, even the original shadow of the hidden reef. The entire sea, all turned into purple. 

This this this! 



Ye Qing thought it becomes a factory turned into a factory distribution electric meter, it rotates like as 

fast as a windmill. 

This processing method, virtually like a dream! 

However, it even left the dream behind. 

Along with half radius of two kilometers of polluted seawater, it was dyed with a mild purple light. Ye 

Qing gradually discovered that these purple right flowed as if flowed like the mercury. 

The closer to the Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, the purple ray radiates stronger. 

No! 

It is not the purple radiate stronger. 

But it is the sea water becomes viscous, under the magnified of Data Glasses, Ye Qing can see clearly, 

the sea water gradually turning into the oily equally viscous material. 

These are the long-term pollution of various chemical wastewater harmful substance, slowly gather 

together, more and more built up of viscous material. 

Ye Qing looks somewhat felt goosebumps. 

Seeing so much of harmful chemical substance extracted from the sea water is really... 

is really too much 

Few minutes later, drop of dark green, as thick as if solid from the chemical pollutant, following the tube 

of the junction, it freely falls into the sand beach. 

The second drop! 

The third drop! 

Quickly, finally, it becomes a fine line. 

In the sea water, a long-lost clearness starts to spread slowly. 

Chapter 185 Reciprocating  

In the sea water, a long-lost clearness started to spread slowly. 

This feeling is wonderful, like a cylinder of clear water, poured into the dye, becomes no longer clear. 

Then this dye, the time flow backward, a little bit it separates with the water, it lets the water return to 

the original appearance. 

The shore, that mixture of various harmful chemical substances, it gradually piles up into a pile of blue 

semi-solids substance. 

About 20 minutes later, sewage outlet gradually stops pollutant discharge, Half a radius of two 

kilometers away, the seawater has become incomparable crystal clear, Ye Qing even can trough data 

glasses magnified function, see two meters deep silt. 



Unmatched and powerful! 

Dealing with polluted water has always been a headache for various industries, Chemical plant taking 

immense risk discharge, that is because it wants the chemical sewage, turn into qualified standard 

discharge water, need to spend a massive amount of money. 

Give an example, if two chemical factories, with the similar technique, with the same raw material, 

produce 500 tons boric acid. 

Factory A treats chemical wastewater in accordance with product specifications and quotes 6000/1 tons 

Factory B because secretly discharge chemical sewage, directly quoted 5000/1 ton. 

A similar product, the B factory price is low, snatches the order, but the profit earned is higher than that 

of the factory A. 

In the face of absolute profit, Many business consciences will be taken away by the dog. 

The situation encountered by Dragon Creek Beach, it very obvious that without conscience of 100 

merchants doing. This merchant because of sewage, not only secretly made hidden discharge pipeline, 

but also painstakingly to blend many coloring agents in the chemical sewage, let the color of the 

chemical sewage color similar to the sea water. 

Ye Qing let the master craftsman shutdown the power, The Strong Purifying waste processing 

equipment operating the role, the sewage purification is still not enough, seashore pile of blue color 

semi-solid chemical industry pollutant still must be processed. 

This kind of work can only be handed over to the monster labor, they receive any harm, they can 

through returning to the monster factory space rests, recovering to the good body condition. 

The truth is such truth. Ye Qing still gives burden of responsibility to the two monster labor, has 

prepared industrial Gas Mask, rubber skirt. 

Two monster labor use shovel, those pollutants, together with the silt, Scoop together into a thick 

biodegradable bag, finally use string tie it up tight. 

It just happens that the vacuum electric oven is still idling. Ye Qing prepares those industrial chemical 

waste, throw into the vacuum electric oven to incinerate. 

Heating up and incinerate, can completely destroy those chemical pollutant ingredients, it is also 

common processing chemical waste management. 

The biodegradable bag, it is also chemical wastewater material, it will degrade after long-term, it lost it 

original characteristic, does not need to worried incineration causing deflagration and detonation 

danger. 

Chemical sewage treatment work starts, Ye Qing will not stop. That side collecting the waste material, 

strong purifying waste processing equipment is transported to another sea area, to continue work. 

This time Ye Qing had experience, directly put the biodegradable bag onto the sewage outlet, only leave 

a small tube on the bag to discharge air. 



The second day, the fiberglass reinforced plastic hull order by Ye Qing completed. 

The female salesperson after being rejected heartless by Ye Qing unexpectedly has canceled the delivery 

service. 

The hull is pulled by the company driver, after getting the hull the ship bow slot was reserved for the 

purifying sewage treatments, Ye Qing hangs a big sail on this un-power fiberglass boat, on one side 

delivering the cable to the shore, another side let it go with the wind. 

Ye Qing preferential treatment, 6 KM away is the discharge sewage pipeline location. 

There is the main source of the pollution before Ye Qing has blocked the pipeline several times, it has 

stopped the pollution. However the Dragon Creek Beach seawater flow was poor, the water quality did 

not see any improvement, Ye Qing temporary stopped the palliative action. 

Strong purifying device on, in short while, the biodegradable bag bulges up like a balloon. 

However, the seawater still not clear. 

Ye Qing makes a determination, directly according to the maximum displacement of the fiberglass 

reinforced plastic hull, self DIY several large seal pockets. 

Only see the purple light in the see, numerous pale purple lights gather together, turning into thick, fat 

condition. 

This time the processing time is especially long after one hour has passed, when the fiberglass yacht was 

pressed to the red waterline, the distant seawater, finally it becomes a little clear. 

The power source stopped, two monster labors rotating the bobbin wheels, “Heng hei heng hei(哼嘿哼

嘿)”gently pull cables and fiberglass back, unload those harmful substances. 

However Ye Qing has not been so excited yet, those seawater surface become clear, unexpected there 

was dark blue seawater, like a virus spread around. 

Without a doubt, this dark blue sea water, it is chemical sewage discharged from the chemical plant. 

“I go to his“Lǎolao” (grandmother)!” oneself work hard, spent tons of money to manage the marine 

environment. Has not thought that here has just finish processed, the sewage pipe on the other side 

immediately discharged. 

Ye Qing heart felt like murdering, previously the sewage pipeline seems to be blocked until afraid. The 

shutdown for a long time, Ye Qing also thought that the boss gave up the pipeline. 

Has not thought in a while did not put attention here, now the pipeline has been secretly repaired and 

unblocked. 

Moreover, it is obvious sewage discharge position, recall from memory there seem to be some change 

from original references. 

These show that the chemical factory quietly changes the position of the sewage outlet. 



Change to an ordinary person, perhaps report these matter to the Environmental Protection Agency, 

was the best choice. 

Environmental Protection Agency will not tolerate the behavior of this secretly pollution discharge, 

following the clue to find the chemical plant, give him a business suspension notice, with a sky-high fine 

was an essential punishment method. 

But that need to take time, for example, the EPA needs to find evidence, must first find the discharge 

outlet, analyze the sewage ingredient, then investigate the nearby chemical factory, visit to investigate. 

Also any chemical company, at the beginning of establishment, force equipped with sewage treatment 

equipment. 

Those chemical company as long as getting some wind, can completely seal off the discharge outlet first, 

begin to use regular sewage treatment equipment first. 

Come and go is wrangling time, wait until business suspension notice, open fine and so on, does not 

know have to wait how long. 

If before the chemical company earned huge profits, then it can overcome the punishment and 

reorganization, who can guarantee that it will not continue to return to the old practice afterward? 

If the sweetness of secretly discharging sewage is not huge, the whole world will be impossible to have 

so many chemical pollutions. 

Ye Qing unable to tolerate even a single moment! 

Summoned the Fourth Stage Multi-purpose Combat Vehicle, Ye Qing controls this vehicle and can ride 

four people. Like a deep sea, submersibles dive into the sea. 

Turbid seawater can’t stop Ye Qing’s determination to find the target. The distance section has become 

relatively clear sea, wastewater pipe like a chimney, It is as striking as the stars in the night sky. 

When the MPCV found it, the already change position sewage outlet, Ye Qing was anger till laughing. 

They are actually on the gentle slope of the sea, added a large section of extension pipe. 

The pipelines buried into the seabed silt, The exit unexpectedly disguised as a cluster of coral. 

“Your Lǎolao, These sea areas can have any coral survive?” 

Ye Qing really has taken aback by the creativity of the chemical company, they use the metal pipeline, 

made a cluster of coral camouflage mouth with special cement. 

These metal pipelines altogether have more than 30 thin drainage tubes, by doing so can not only act as 

a disguise. 

More important is Ye Qing method of blocking the pipes with cork wood method, thoroughly ineffective. 

Unless you have the ability to clog all these 30 small sewage pipes! 

“After these whoever says the Huxia Enterprise does not have creativity, Ye Qing anxious with whom” 



If not with MPCV, Ye Qing really does not have a solution on these pipelines. So reciprocating, this time 

blocking, Ye Qing decided to have technical content. 

Chapter 186 Surrender That Guy  

Ye Qing controlling MPCV mechanical arm, pick it up, let all the fake coral completely destroy. Then 

follow by the pipelines buried under the slit, move forward more than 100 meters. 

The seawater visibility here only about a dozen of meters, after controlling the MPCV clearing out the 

slit from the pipelines, there is a torch of red light, appeared on the MPCV mechanical arm. 

The fourth stage MPCV have made available of many functions, for example, high-temperature cutting. 

As the red flame start burning now, the seawater, around, the red flame instantaneous boiling, it 

evaporates massive amount of air bubbles. 

The flame is aimed at the rust-proof sewage pipe, another mechanical arm “kā chā” start rotating, 

directed to the heated pipelines and press down on it. 

Metal under high temperature will become soft, the seawater does not have enough time to conduct 

away the massive amount of heat, heated pipelines is press into flat. 

The channel is blocked, the sewage water flowing from the fake carol was immediately choke, then Ye 

Qing controls the MPCV continue following along the pipelines, move forward 100 meters ahead, 

repeated the step. 

When the pipeline started to clog, that chemical factory will certainly follow previous experience, spend 

money to hire underwater construction company, dive to investigate the sewage outlet. 

The fake coral sewage outlet was already been destroyed by Ye Qing, they will certainly cut off that 

section. 

Then...... 

The pipeline will still be blocked! 

Wait until they investigate this place more than 100 meters away, cut again once more, when the 

factory operates the sewage discharge device, will discover it still clog... 

Second Section! 

Third Section! 

Fourth Section! 

Ye Qing altogether has melted five sections, and the distance behind the three sections was several 

breakaways, directly more than 500 meters away, 20 meters away, the shore... 

Ye Qing wanted must have a look, how big the ability of this company is, the diver sent here to 

investigate, can work how long under the seabed?... 

............. 



Huanghai avenue west side of the western district, there is a large chemical plant that produces various 

plastic materials located in. 

Therein previous year 06, they’re been called Raoxin village. Afterward, Zhongyun City made new zoning 

adjustments, incorporate this suburban village into Western District jurisdiction. 

When the worker telephones anxiously to report, said [No negative Pressure Pipe network 

Pressurization system] the pipeline has congested again. 

The boss of this chemical plant almost jumped from his chair! 

“His mother there is no end to these” the factory boss anger till the fire shoot into his head. Pound the 

table till pēng pēng noisily. 

Since two months ago, he spends a lot of money quietly repairing the sewage outlet, since the pipeline 

blocked by wood cork, Boss Tan Jian has not slept well. 

The underwater construction company cut out a sewage outlet, inscribe a whale by one, a wooden cork 

with a circle shape English logo were embedded into it. 

Also, this logo is the famous Sea Shepherd Conservation Society logo! 

Tang Jian did mean to say he was feared by this organization, and this organization is mainly active in 

overseas. Although Huxia there is some small figure join in it, but most of them are eaten full but 

nothing to do fools. 

Um 

In the eye of Tang Jian, most of them are like this. 

In Huxia because of institution problem, this organization naturally unable to be active. 

After Tang Jian repairs the pipelines, continues to carry out his practice in discharging the sewage. 

Has not thought the pipelines clog again, once again hire the underwater operating company to cut.A 

familiar block of wood, familiar Sea Shepherd Conservation Society! 

If it weren’t for him to send someone to guard for two days, will not catch the ghost shadow. Tang Jian 

will certainly make the person dares to block is sewage outlet, have a taste of the pain that brings by the 

chemical specialist. 

Silent and fearful pass through five good days, the sewage outlet is blocked again... 

In the Tang Jian office, already collected five Sea Shepherd Conservation Society wooden logos. 

The matter already come to these, Tang Jian is not good not to be convinced, the opponent is like the 

ghost disappears and appear, there seems to be a professional underwater robot as well, this verified 

their status identity as Sea Shepherd Conservation Society member. 

They are a group of scientists, marine and biology expert, rich people, performance artists, a huge 

veteran group of retiring serviceman. 



Most of their main member was the foreigner, even to cope against whaling ship their leading members 

come from the foreigner, even to cope with whaling ship, even developed and researched a variety of 

ships and equipment. 

Tang Jian deeply felt the technological gap between them, therefore he decided to become coward. 

Honest shutting down the sewage discharge equipment, use the degeneration pond to degrade the 

sewage water. 

There are a saying, the change of the dynasty, it difficult to change the nature. Having to use to the 

benefit of sweetness in secretly discharging the sewage water, after a month has passed, no longer able 

to tolerate the cost of processing sewage treatment. 

He thought that the opposite site was a foreigner. It is impossible to stay at Zhongyun for a long term. 

Therefore, he pondered diligently, hire people to make a long pipelines discharge outlet with fake carol 

camouflage, connected to the original old pipeline. 

Even if the opposite party has submarines robot, do not have the ability to block that many tiny sewage 

outlets. 

Sure enough, this reconstruction him to be able to discharge the sewage safely and calmly for more than 

20 days. 

The almost nervous breakdown Tang Jian, finally relieved. Unfortunately such relieved did not last long, 

the staff that responsible for monitoring the Non-negative Pressure Pipe Network Pressurization system, 

once again report the same breakdown. 

Take a deep breath, Tang Jian calm down his fury, pick up the phone and contact the underwater 

operating company again, with his familiar buddy. 

This time he must hire someone to monitor for a month, must capture the person who dares to destroy 

his sewage pipelines. 

....... 

“This time must find the person who dares to secretly discharge sewage.” 

In another direction Huanhai Avenue, on the electronic map, searching for large-scale chemical factory 

Ye Qing, showing a serious face. 

The Ironsmith does not dye cloth, the chemical composition in the seawater, and the amazing amount 

of discharge, and it was certain that behind a large-scale chemical company or engaged in related 

industries. 

Ye Qing must find the source to cut off, therefore blocking the pipelines is the first step. Uncover the 

person, is the second step. 

This chemical company is not to far away from Dragon Creek Beach, because of the long distance, they 

were not able to secretly build discharge pipeline. 

Ye Qing find out 3 targets! 



The distance from Dragon Creek Beach 7km, 10km and 15km respectively, all on the west side of 

Huanghai Avenue, located in suburbs. 

The 7km has quickly removed, according to the official website, this is a company engaged in the 

production of thin polyethylene film, the scale is also pity small. 

The second is a company that produces various plastic materials, the scale is very large. The third 

company is a catalyst raw material company, mainly involved in the export business. 

The second and third have the suspicion, Ye Qing directly refers to the sales telephone number from the 

official websites, call the two companies. 

In the telephone, Ye Qing’s self-introduction as an import-export trader inquires for several organic acid 

raw materials and the price of the raw material. 

“domestic or abroad?”The third company operator is a male, sound enthusiastic: “Domestic and foreign 

prices are not the same, foreign export chemical raw, export examination procedures are very strict, 

after arrival, foreign customs must examination once more time again, the document must be 

complete.” 

“What is the domestic price?” 

“2 tons to get the order, 40 tons above get 0.5% discount, over 100 tons 1%..” 

“I suggest that you can specifically visit our company, and the specific price can be based on your 

production process and quantity, the customer and with the manager able to calculate on the spot.” 

Hang up the phone, Ye Qing calls the second company. 

“Yes, yes, you can absolutely assure the quality of raw materials, the large the order the cheaper it will 

be.” 

“Specifically how much... Can‘t tell you, after all, it is a trade secret. So if your side if convenient, our 

manager can go to your company to discuss.” 

“You rest assured, can guarantee in Zhongyun City you can’t find second, cheaper than our company raw 

material.” 

Merely analysis from the ingredient, Ye Qing really is not sure which company, the chemical industry is a 

hodgepodge, often to produce a product, use more than a dozen other chemical materials to mixed 

together. 

Now its look like the second is more suspicious. 

Ye Qing prepares to wait until evening, secretly go near to the factory areas, quietly use high tech 

equipment to investigate. 

Now it is still daytime, while idle, Ye Qing prepares the computer, write a letter and print it out. 

It is not a report letter but is writing to the not 100% sure chemical factory that discharge sewage. 

The subject title, first written by Ye Qing. 



Chapter 187 Lock-On Targe  

Finish writing the challenge letter, Ye Qing lets the Master Craftsman, to make several metal detectors 

out. 

The metal detector based on two principles systems, magnetic coils, sensors. 

First electric flow to the coil will produce the magnetic field, if metal enters into the magnetic field, will 

cause the change in the magnetic field. The sensor will sense the change of magnetic field, able to 

provide an alert. 

The metal detector is used to survey the pipeline, and Ye Qing does not need to survey all the pipelines, 

just need to find the pipelines heading to the sea direction. 

The remaining products are a variety of magnetic generator technology, using the magnetic generator 

characteristic can interfere and damaging the electronic product, a jammer designed specifically for 

surveillance cameras. 

A wallet size jammer, operational parameter is smaller, press the power switch, can interfere with the 

normal operation of the surveillance camera. 

If you have watched before those modern spy films, will be no longer stranger to those kinds of camera 

jamming equipment. 

Some are big size, one with a size of a peanuts jammers, it can disrupt the normal operation of several 

surveillance cameras. 

That is a science fiction movie... 

Surveillance device is mostly wired connected, only if you take the ladder here, stick the jammer on the 

wired, otherwise expect to go through remote interference, before there is any breakthrough in energy 

technology, the is no difference from dreaming. 

But then again, some key venues have several sets of security measure, for example, angle shooting, the 

line, and body are covered with electromagnetic shielding. Who have such capable jammer, might as 

well directly just take up pincer pliers, just cut off the wired. 

Or use the chewing gums, or use laser aimed at the lens. 

When the sunset over the western hill, the entire Dragon Creek Beach bay, when it was sprinkled with a 

layer of gold dust, Ye Qing is driving his old car, the advertisement paper was torn and lost it glorious 

shine, driving to the west district heading toward the large-scale chemical plant that mainly produce 

plastic material. 

On the van, Ye Qing wears sunglasses, and hat, behind the back seat, sits two monster labors. 

Moving toward the Huanghai Avenue few miles away, the van turn moves into another junction, drive 

several minutes, Ye Qing looks at the front. There is a variety of reactors, factory with the cooling tower, 

located in a large field. 

JinMei Chemical Industry Limited Company! 



This company in Monster Factory ranking list, ranks 27th, with the total asset of 600 million. 

There is a field intricate country cement road, the road in front of the factory entrance is as wide as four 

lanes. 

The factory wall is very high, the security in the front gate, two sinister looks, wearing a security 

uniform, the young male wearing a gold necklace as thick as a pinky. 

Looking at Ye Qing van stop in the factory entrance, these two securities, looking over with full of 

suspicious. 

Change the gear, Ye Qing drives away from the factory front gate. 

Following the small country road, the van goes to the side of the factory. 

While driving, Ye Qing uses Data glasses constantly scanning through the wall. 

If it is really this company, Ye Qing believes they will install several surveillance cameras, to monitor the 

situation around the sewage outlet. 

Just merely go circling around of the factory. Ye Qing has not discovered any trace of the surveillance 

camera on the wall, but have discovered lots of infrared sensors to prevent climbing. 

“Is it, not this factory?” Ye Qing holding the chin, there is some doubt changing the sight. 

The Data glasses suddenly on the side of the poplar tree, there is a small circle mark, later the circle and 

scene are magnified together, it shows the detailed introduction instructions on the side. 

【Discovers the 6 MM focal distance, infrared camera】 

Following around the circle view magnified, Ye Qing discovers on the poplar tree, unexpectedly a 

carefully hung camouflage surveillance camera, leaving only inconspicuous camera lens. 

The camera cable has buried under the tree bough. This is first to engrave a groove, then cable stick into 

it, it won’t take too long for the big tree to heal, it will wrap around the cable. 

The branches front of the camera has been obviously trimmed, ensuring that the lens facing toward the 

front of the field. 

Afterward, Ye Qing on another poplar tree discovered to have the same camera. 

Both cameras aimed at the same field, Ye Qing is not in the range of the camera. 

Behind the van is a chemical company, is not some spy organization, or secret research center, this 

unconventional camouflage, these prove factory looks fishy. 

When night falls, Ye Qing parks his van in the distant place, then according to the glasses help, quietly 

touch the camera poplar tree. 

Press the power switch, Ye Qing sticks the jammer on the tree, followed by the second tree. 

Jammer imitation, two monster labors, immediately hold a shield like a metal detector, following the 

direction of the camera monitoring areas. 



JinMei Chemical Industry Factory monitors in the center. 

Here beside the normal factory monitoring video, in a private room, there are four monitors. 

Two monitors are on pressurization system equipment, and two is monitoring sewage pipes buried in 

the fields. 

Now the two outdoors night vision cameras already turned into no signal panda brand black-white 

television, the whole screen is full off snowflake. 

In the control has only one person, discover the screen is gone, the first reaction was a detour behind 

the monitor to check the cable. 

Several cable connections do not have an issue, he reported the situation to the security guard at the 

front gate. Let the security goes to the poplar tree, to inspect the surveillance camera. 

Two securities were drinking beer, receiving the news, foul-mouthed while taking the flashlight. 

On the field side, two monster labors following along the metal detection sound, move several miles 

away. 

On their hand two detectors are not some online product, that will sound the alarm even detect a nail. 

The detector showed, one meter deep in the underground has the iron pipe anomaly metal reflection. 

Also, the anomaly reflection direction, following toward the direction of Dragon Creek Beach sea. 

Two were holding the flashlight, the securities walk swaying, bad-mouthed walking toward under the 

tree when investigate. 

Two muscles bludge up, an exaggerate dark shadow, quietly walk reach them from behind. 

When they by a pair of palms like pushan fans and sturdy big hand, covering the mouth, like a farmer 

weeding when tousle the hair. 

Two securities whimper fiercely, 3 Hun 6 Po almost frighten out of the sky. 

They tried to use the whole body strength to turn the head, but the other parties arm as strong as an 

excavator. 

Struggles fiercely, they faintly heard a young voice, said strip them naked and tied them on the tree. 

The strong hand covering their mouth loosen has not even complained yet. Their face has suffered 

numerous heavy slap. 

“pā pā” 

After the two sound somewhat boring, their face seems to be evaporating, their skull seems to be 

blasted by a firecracker, in their eye, there is a blinking golden star. 

When their thought becomes clear again, they already in a 大 pose, paste on a meter high trunk. 

The two security fully naked, tying them up are the torn cloth of their shirts. 

On the dim light of night similar to the pitch black monster, is quietly looking at the earth. 



The golden light in both of his eyes, two securities guard caught a pair exaggerate of huge shadow, like 

the king kong slowly leave. 

“Heee...lllpppp..” 

Chapter 188 I Also Know Discharge Sewage  

Next morning at 6:00 am, Tang Jian the boss of JinMei Chemical Industry Limited Company has a 

sleepless night, looking at the challenge letter in the hand, his anger almost burst his lung. 

This challenge letter, it was someone walking swagger and put into the security. 

It is not why, the camera in the front gate, coincidentally at the crucial moment, the signal completely 

lost, the surveillance monitor also turned into full-screen snowflake (visual static). 

When the screen returns to normal operation, the security room theft-proof door, already been kicked 

open with the door-frame as well, that challenge letter, put under an electric baton. 

The theft-proof door has a cave-in footprint, when Tang Jian like blazing fire rushed to the door, saw a 

footprint with lots of slits in it, almost been frightened out of it. 

It is happened to be that the driver that took him there is 1.85 meters strong men, he is wearing a size, 

45 shoes, the driver has a hard time shopping for shoes, the driver shaken terribly when compared to 

the footprint, discover his own shoe size become 3 inch smurf. 

“I estimate it at least size 50 code shoe...”Basketball fans driver, with the jaw trembling reasoning it out. 

This computer printed challenge declaration, not only show he is nearby Dragon Creek Beach, secretly 

discharge the chemical waste sewage. Also openly admit, previously blocking the sewage outlet, is their 

doing. 

You Are Dead! //你死定了// 

These four words are at the end of the letter. 

The opponent is not putting threat, empty threat, but really put into action. Yesterday night, the two 

security went to check the hidden camera, unexpectedly tied in 大 pose on the tree. 

Tang Jian thinks carefully to find it truly inconceivable, one after another CCTV has stopped working, 

these show opposite sides have high-tech equipment capable of jamming CCTV. 

The opponent has high technology, not only have a high-tech jammer but also capable of destroying 

underwater sewage pipelines, have at least two assistants as strong as NBA players, can’t accurately be 

said that it was a body full of muscle black man. 

Tang Jian the more he thinks, the more he thinks it was Sea Shepherd Organization style. 

However, he also heard, Dragon Creek Beach side have an addition of a large-scale factory, it is now 

groundbreaking and start construction. 

They were also very suspicious, need to send someone to investigate investigate. 



“Mā de, Who cares who is he, even if is US president cannot stop lǎozi make a profit.”Has already tasted 

enough of sweetness, how can he give up the sewage pipelines? 

Blinded by greed to return by blinded by greed, Tang Jian still has not lost his reasoning. 

Since the opponent has found out his sewage outlet, unable to guarantees opponent will make this 

matter, report to the EPA. 

Therefore Tang Jian decided, let the underwater operation company, let those pipelines repair. 

Then the factory side secretly makes some changes, let the degradation pool drainage system, 

temporarily connected to the Non-negative Pressure Pipe Network Pressurization system. 

By then lǎozi will meet the country emission standard, let degrade process until it becomes qualify 

water, discharge to the sea, see who will trouble for itself. 

hēng hēng 

As long as first use enough acidic cleaning agent, will clean off all the remaining residual chemical 

sewage from the sewage pipelines, make the EPA agent unable analyze it. 

“Oneself can counterattack the opponent, can sue them for disrupting the factory normal operation and 

production, with maliciously intend to injured factory security personnel.” 

The key is repairing the sewage pipelines, one day unable to repair, the chemical waste-water residual in 

the pipelines unable flush cleaning. 

That is the evidence, the EPA only need to follow the pipelines to investigate, sampling the residual in 

the pipelines, compare it with the polluted sea. 

Finish repairing, flush the residual sewage, it will become a qualified discharge pipeline. 

As for why the pipelines built toward the sea, but don’t discharge directly? 

Tang Jian early at the beginning construction pipeline, has thought of a complete countermeasure. 

Nearby is the farmland, said directly the farmer does want any discharge nearby here, they are afraid 

the farm will be polluted, multiple time come to the factory blocking the entrance, obstructing the 

factory normal operations. 

This reason is tenable! 

“Wait for my pipelines emergence repairs complete, will slowly calculate this account with you” Tang 

Jian raise his neck up, lightly exhale out a smoke ring. 

In the Dragon Creek Beach bay, an integrated salvage, hoisting, a 1000 tons detection function 

workboat, lowering the anchor, stop above the sewage outlet. 

Two divers wear full seal pressurized diving suit, connected with the long compressed air tube, fire 

cutting tube, and also rescue steel cable, slowly dive into the water. 

The condition seabed is as deadly silent as the Dakar Desert, two divers step on the grey-white slit, like 

moonwalk small jump and jumping, exploring the sewage outlet. 



The fake coral that they previous installed, it was like it has smashed into the piece by a sledgehammer. 

Two divers helpless glance around, similar tactics already happened many times, too many times for 

them until from shock to become numb. 

They do not have the same ability of MPCV, the entire cutting work has continuing entire hours, they are 

only cutting the following fake carol, already slowly ascending, returning to the sea surface. 

Ride the crane to climb up to the deck, take off the heavy helmet, the diver panting, on the deck their 

dozen of people with of valiant gaze, a young man holding a wooden stick arrives: “The pipeline outlet 

already been cut, you all call Tang boss, let them start the machine to try out” 

“Laborious was laborious, finished this jobs, I invite both of you to the Royal and Noble bath center has a 

good rest.” 

One of the men takes the lead, on one side pull out the cell phone to call, while politely showing 

goodwill to the two divers. 

There are ten thugs on the ship, naturally were not to threaten the underwater construction company. 

Both were from the same side, these people were here to guard against the mysterious peoples that 

come to the factory, 

Receive the call. Tang Jian was overjoyed to immediately issue the order to start the drainage. 

He already connected the degeneration pond connected with the Non-negative Pressure Pipe Network 

Pressurization system. Now the entire 20 tons of the acidic cleansing agent, have been ready 

The pressure system high power compressor starts work, the pressure meter on the pressure tower 

slowly increasing. 

Usually, have to wait for the pressure meter until 6 megapascals, the sewage pipelines will go through, 

the pressure will maintain on a stable condition. 

Wait out Left and Right, however, the pressure meter has reached 9 megapascals, the flow meter does 

not show any sign. 

Cannot continue to add more pressure, because of the previous incident Tang Jiang suffer a major loss. 

When the phone call has reached the ship, the two divers say should not be, the fake coral already being 

cut. 

They have doubt inspect the fake coral, although the fake coral has been destroyed into pieces, however 

not even a single above the sewage outlet were blocked. 

Two divers clenched teeth, wear the helmet and dive in the sea once more. 

One and a half hours later, 100 meters away from their head surface, keep waving the hand. 

The workboat raises the anchor slowly move over after the two divers embark on the ship were angry 

almost pound the helmet. 

Because of the sewage pipelines in this location, unexpectedly pressed until a flat! 



Looking at the pipe color, its trace looks like it was being heated by high temperature and then pressed 

until flat. 

“I... I rely on which peers it is, has this technique, do not go to the large-scale underwater project, run... 

run over to the like us hu... haha against to do?” The diver is grasping air hard like a cow, there is no 

solution. 

“Then please hurry up, just cut off these pipelines again.” the leader previous leader who calls was quite 

anxious. 

“Rests... rests awhile.”The divers were frightened with the hand-waving:“Deepwater operation, a day 

can only work at most 4 hours, or will have an occupational disease.” 

“Then you two quickly rest, delay for one hour, we will be an additional point in danger of being 

exposed.” 

They already are being exposed. 

The distance from here to Dragon Creek Beach factory around 6 miles, they can’t see the factory clearly 

from here, but Ye Qing can stand on the barren hill, through the data glasses, see clearly all their 

movement. 

On the muddy seabed, MPCV, already carries all round waterproofing on strong purifying equipment, is 

carrying the long cable, moving closer toward the workboat. 

Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment, it is not necessarily used to treat the sewage. 

Used to destroy all the electronic device of that ship, is also very appropriate. 

In the underground, several master craftsman is meticulously making one set of super high-pressure 

compressor equipment. 

They can also discharge industrial sewage in the Dragon Creek Beach, the same for Ye Qing can connect 

the pipeline, use a more powerful pressure equipment, discharge back toward them. 

Chapter 189 Counter Discharge Star  

The sea sometimes gives infinite amazing feeling will also make people fearful of it. 

Under the infinite amazing deep sea, will it be hiding some kind of unknown marine beast to human? 

Has! 

Ye Qing can say it with full responsibility. 

However, this beast maybe is a mechanical beast which comes from a mysterious space. 

The workboat anchor stop in the sea areas which have 60 meters deep, the people on board to shade 

one’s eye with one’s hand to look around. 

Those environment protectors who have fully eat nothing to do did not even come. If they dare to 

come, there is a dozen of thugs who dare to fight over here and have absolute confidence to make those 

who come unable to go back. 



Who scared of them even if among them have two NBA like strong men. 

After 20 minutes long rest, two divers once again wear the diving helmet and prepare to dive into the 

sea. 

However underwater 30 meters of depth, there is a streamline of the red light ghost, quietly hovering 

over there. 

Strong Purifying Waste Processing Equipment hemispherical magnetic generator, accurately aiming at 

the above anchor workboat. 

Previously Ye Qing has already tested it, and MPCV did not fear of the interference of the strong 

purifying equipment. If it’s not for carrying huge pollutant collection bags, Ye Qing can only use MPCV as 

responsible for moving the strong purifying device. 

The mechanical arm is as accurate as the surgeon doctor, set up the starting parameter of the strong 

purifying device. 

Range 100 meters. 

5,4,3,2,1. 

Start. 

At this moment, the two divers just following the staircase handrail and climb up to the working 

platform. 

Then they felt that the whole body was startled as if the whole body felt goosebumps. 

They thought it was because they dive too many times and facing such polluted seawater, it about time 

causing the resists in the heart. 

They defended within a 100-meters range area seawater, turn into light purple instantly. 

Before these it is still blue, in a blink of eyes it becomes purple and as if there is electric current swiftly 

flowing through the water. 

The immense visual changes make the two divers rub their eye but discover their hand hit on the thick 

pressure-resistant glass. 

Compare to them, and those people on the ship can felt immense of the changes. 

Seawater was like conducted with electricity when turning into pale purple. They startled for a moment, 

soon after they cling to the side of the ship, they continuously rub their eye three times, only dare to 

determine what they saw is real. 

“Crap! The sea has changed color.”A man with a knife scar on the arms, make a big fuss; “Tang Boss 

discharges what kind of sewage water over here, how can it glow.” 

“Hello, hello, hello, hello Boss?” The leader is calling, when the purple light appears, his telephone 

disconnected and the signal is lost. 



Here is the coastal water, previously the signal is a full bar. He looks confused and looks at his own cell 

phone, discovers the phone is a black screen. 

Press down the power button, “AH” once, as if fling electrified iron to fling away the cellphone. 

This Apple 6s after falling on the ground unexpected from the earphone hole, charging port, burst out a 

cloud of white smog. 

This cloud of white smog has cause chain reaction. 

Those people clinging to the side of the ship who watching the fun, almost all fierce pulling their pocket, 

one side pulling another side crying out like a wolf howling cry. 

Those cell phones pull out from the pocket, regardless of what brand, keep on emits white or black 

smog. 

This is the cellphone power switch with the motherboard had a short circuit emit thick smog. These 

people are rubbing their thigh, the eye is showing fear. 

Even they break their brain they can’t figure out why when the sea emitting pale purple ray and all the 

cellphone like being possessed by evil spirit short circuit? 

A whiff of green smoke come out of the cockpit. The ship crew that responsible of steering the ship have 

not discovered the change on the sea was about thinking to shout out loudly, in the end, saw a bunch of 

guys covering their thigh madly jumping around the deck and the floor like being throw on a dozen of 

the smoke grenade. 

pā dā pā dā 

Almost all the electronic and electric circuit device was all emitting sparkler, the crew members carry the 

water pipe to extinguish the fire but discover that the entire ship electric power was paralyzed. 

“Cough cough this... what is this?”The ship crew member cheek turned into a woodpecker, the eye was 

smoke till red:“it must be caused by the purple ray, there must be something under the water” 

“Quick divers quickly dive in to have a look.” 

“You his mother, why you don’t go down?”The two divers at this moment with frightening complexion 

run to the cabin and the helmet also do not know gone where. 

“Quickly set sail, we must quickly leave this damned place AH!” 

“The whole ship electric circuit system has burnt, beg your mother teach me how to open the shipping 

method!”The ship captain saliva flying around, his expression same as the castrated donkey. 

The white smoke is getting more and thicker, the short circuit causing electric sparkler successfully 

ignited the wiring rubber. 

The people on the ship like a quail shrank in the bow shivering, and they wanted to call to find someone 

for rescues, even more, wanted to flee from this place which changes into devil place. 



Now, these ideas become wild wishes, from the cabin it getting more and more overflow by thick 

smoke. 

Do not know who it is from the ship’s side buckled down the lifebuoy on the waist, afterward several 

burning vision, nearly lit off the life-saving jacket. 

“The side still has, besides me, still has, does not snatch with me...” 

When several dozen people wear the life-saving jacket because the ship started to catch fire have no 

choice but to jump into the sea that causes people to have one’s hair stand on end, those unlucky guys 

struggling swimming to the shore, they already exhausted all their physical strength when they are 

swimming to the shore. 

The first matter after they climb to the up to the shore, it was like drink laundry powder lies on the 

ground severally vomits. 

The sea water here is simply a biochemical weapon, don’t say the strange smell that hard to describe it 

also followed by the intense skin burning sensation. 

After coming to shore they vomit and scratch, saw a vehicle from a distance in Huanghai Avenue 

occasionally driving through here is like seeing long lost family, wailing and running toward Huanghai 

Avenue. 

Nobody dares to stop the car, and these group of people looks vicious and some even have the tattoo 

on the neck. 

Can only walk back home with both feet... 

Wait until Tang Jian saw these people, they already tired until paralyze in the JinMei Chemical Industry 

Limited Company front gate. 

They really run on whole morning only reach to the old den front gate, now their courage already 

becomes like a needle when mention Dragon Creek Beach all were frighten as if seen a ghost. 

In Dragon Creek Beach Factory! 

Two thick aluminum alloy walls, special high-pressure tank look similar to a bottle already completed 

casting. 

Two set compressor machine cylinder, shaft, valve, connecting rod, all made from high-temperature 

resistance titanium alloy, completed through integrated processing. 

During the process of compressor pumping in the air, it will produce a lot of heat. 

The heat will cause various metal parts of the compressor to expand, therefore it might get jammed and 

stop operating. 

Therefore, all kind high-pressure compressor not only the rotor power have to be powerful enough but 

also must have a good heat resistance and with good cooling capacity. 

Afternoon 2 pm, Mechanical Colossus Type I lift the completed high-pressure pipeline compressor 

system arrive at the approximate location of the sewage pipe. 



Chapter 190 One Hundred Fire Hydrant Burs 

A Monster Labor holding the metal detector survey back and forth after locked on the sewage pipeline, 

Ye Qing operates mechanical colossus type I immediately cleanly pull out the pipelines that buried 1 

meter deep under the sandstone. 

Replacing the cutting wheel after cutting out a nice outlet on this pipeline, another monster labor swiftly 

connect the special high-pressure pipeline compressor system to the reserved pipelines and soldered it 

on the sewage pipelines. 

Two massive water pumps start pumping water from the nearby seawater and pumping it into the high-

pressure tank. 

The power source is connected to the special high-pressure equipment on the mechanical colossus type 

I, start to add pressure to the pressure tank. 

The compressor roar, within the sewage pipelines originally tranquil pressure like blowing balloon rose 

immediately. 

Two minutes later, the pressure feedback to the equipment in the JinMei Chemical Industry Limited 

Company. 

The pressure gauge on the pressure pipe network pressurization system quietly with interest jump up a 

level. 

At the same time, a pair of eye showing surprise fixed on the pressure gauge. 

“Boss Boss quickly come have a look, just now the pressure pipeline equipment just has some changes.” 

The worker that responsible for the non-negative Pressure Pipe Network Pressurization System just 

stare helplessly at the pipeline pressure gauge from 0 jumps to 1 and again from 1 jumps to 3. 

This abnormal situation has never happened before, let him suspect the whether pipeline already 

unclog. 

Otherwise, why will the pressure in the pipelines have change? 

Tang Jian the boss of JinMei Chemical Industry Limited Company currently in the office asking his two 

lackeys that were on the boat that morning. The two lackeys the whole body is applied with 

erythromycin ointment, from time to time like a monkey scratching their back and scratching the 

scratching arm. 

After listening to the lackeys describe exaggerating the situation in detail they went through, Tang Jian 

even more certain that the suspicious of the opponent having an underwater robot. 

If there is no submarines robot, how can the opponent without being noticed by anyone touching the 

workboat bottom, to install high power jammer? 

This speculation lets him deeply worried and thought of having real swords and gun to do the jobs. 

However, the opponent real face is unknown, Tang Jian continuously losing his lackeys, as well as an 

expensive workboat. 
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That workboat is also not his, not long ago the underwater construction company boss made a phone 

call and use a murderous tone to make him pay for the loses. 

The pipeline internal pressure changes and this news makes his mood slightly improve. 

Arriving at the equipment room, the pipelines pressures gauge already increase to 4 megapascals. 

The pipeline has already been deadlocked by the valve, otherwise, the 4 megapascal pressure already 

enough to pump a massive amount of polluted seawater here. 

“Something has certainly happened to the sewage outlet there, otherwise the pressure will not have 

changes. Quickly turn on the pressure system, use 6 megapascal pressure flush through it” 

Tang Jian heart jump madly, as long as the pipeline was unclogged and he can immediately pump in 20 

ton of acidic cleansing agent to clean up all the evidence. 

“wēng wēng wēng” 

No-negative pressure pipe network pressurization system starts operating, compressor pump in the air, 

pressurize the water toward the pipelines. 

4 megapascal pressures naturally cannot compare to 6 megapascals. 

Following the pressure rise, Tang Jian stubbornly staring at the hydrometer actually discover the 

hydrometer pointer happened to have the slightest movement. 

Great happiness, great happiness. 

If the pipelines have not been unclogged, even if the internal pipe pressure rises to 50 megapascals the 

hydrometer will not move once. 

Unexpectedly now the hydrometer moving, it means the pipelines able to discharge the sewage water. 

Tang Jian waves his hand: “quick, quick open the compressor to the maximum” 

Tang Jian have confidence with this equipment, it was urban water pipe pressure system imported from 

France, it was the same types of compressor made by Germany. 

The hydrometer move again, Tang Jian heart almost jump out. 

What is happiness? 

Happiness is what he needs the most in the most helpless time and the miracle happened to him. 

As for why previously the pipelines increase pressure, Tang Jian lazy to think of it. 

His this equipment, the shortest duration of maximum pressure operating can maintain at 7 

megapascals, in the face of absolute pressure, any obstacle will be flushed away. 

The Dragon Creek Beach site, looking at the pressure gauge experience some changes, Ye Qing has 

shown a self-satisfied smile face. 

The opposite side has already started their equipment, let make them experience, what is absolute 

pressure, what is called die on the hand of a peer. 



“First increase the pressure to 20 megapascals.” Ye Qing superficial said a figure that makes people feel 

hopeless. 

A similar sound of a race car engine revving roar at a high-speed rotation sound resonate on the beach. 

The water pump work rate also increases a continuous stream of chemical wastewater is pump into the 

high-pressure tank. 

Afterward, this sewage will be under the pressure of compressed air will rapidly flowing back to the old 

route. 

6..... 7..... 8..... 

Initial changes of the pressure gauge, let Tang Jian think that his equipment works extraordinary well. 

However he immediately finds out something wrong, because the hydrometer is pointing at the 

negative number, this shows the water in the pipelines is on counter current. 

The pressure gauge turned into the second needle, the hydrometer is on the maximum negative number 

and the warning alert start to sound. 

The rectangle on the pressure tower, suddenly two valve safety nut ***** to open. 

The entire pipeline hōng lóng hōng lóng, entire pipe network compressor equipment, start shaking, 

“pēng pēng pēng” safety valve burst open one after another. 

The safety valve burst is the doing of high-pressure sewage. 

After this sewage water break through the blockade, like a stray arrow leaving the bow hit every 

direction in the equipment room. 

The from impacts of this sewage, Tang Jian on the spot turned into a puddle of mud and the eye is 

showing fright. 

“Spurts!”A thunderclap sound, the main safety valve also unable to withstand such rates of water flow 

velocity, was push open up. 

“Ah Why, this is impossible!”Tang Jiang with his worker rolling and crawling escape the equipment, 

hasn’t even able to vomit, the glass between the equipment collapse and crash through by the sewage. 

Then follow the explosion sound of the pressure tower, the surging chemical sewage like the Three 

Gorges Damn open the gates rumbling rushing out. 

How does Tang Jian able to escape in time? 

He has directly wash to the ground by the water current, the mouth is mixed with various sewage smell 

and did not stop splashing toward his mouth. 

That worker hand and feet dexterous, holler and run away. 

At the same times, Dragon Creek there, the high-pressure compressor system tailor by Master 

Craftsman, have increased to 25 megapascal pressure. 



Previously the pipelines are not completely open through, pressure added too much and easily break 

the pipelines. 

Now the pipeline is thoroughly unimpeded, Ye Qing naturally wants them to it enjoy it of what is the 

feeling of 100 fire hydrant burst. 

Five minutes! 

Only used five minutes, JinMei Company corner nearby the location of sewage discharge equipment site 

already turns into a swamp. 

The break wall structure of the equipment room already turned into chemical sewage world door 

channel. 

Two pairs of glass, the front door have long washed away does not know where, the dark blue emitting 

various unusual smell of sewage, just like the torrential flood, once started it is out of control. 

 


